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lurches Prepare
Celebration
aster Season

Baby Heavyweight

e Service A t
ian Church

!

r Sunrise Service at the
an Church
will
begin
By at 6 o'clock Sunday,
alt choir, with Mrs. Evererry at the console, will
ster hymns.
[Alton Templeton will tell
bry "Resurrection Morn",
kthii Pearl Manus. Easter
1 will be held at 11 o'clock,
le adult choir singing the
awn anthem, "Awake and
The youth choir will
anthem, "To Sing Thy
at the night service,
j mass will be celebrated
|lock Sunday morning at
I's Catholic Church, with
aster music.
Cumberland Presbyterian
j is observing Holy Week
service each night this
fcev. J. P. Bright will demessage, "The Risen
[at the morning worship
and
the
"Revealed
at the night service.
}rginia McCaslin will
Dlo.
It'antata A t
st Church
services at Ogden Me(ethodist Church will inEaster Cantata "Easter
|by the newly organized
/omen's Chorus Choir,
by Mrs. Cooper Crider.
tata will be given at 4
the afternoon in the
inctuary, which is being
this week for the oc-

jood
near!

one

>ne.

r o n , Ky.

ICELAND VOLCANO ERUPTS

The Republicans grabbed the
political football last weekend
and ran with it; but whether
they progressed toward the goal
line or merely started an end
run which will end in a big loss
remains in the beclouded future.

f
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'Bosses' Tool' Is
Dummitt's Charge
As Morton Picked
Willis Joins Todd In
Backing Young Louisville Man; Demos
Pleased

irise Service Planned
;First Christian,- Meth,ts To Have Cantata
,fternoon
iceton churches will obEaster with special proand music Sunday mornentered around phases ot
eek, ministers said,
lular services will be held
t First Baptist Church,
Rev. H. G. M. Hatler deg both messages. The
under direction of Rev.
)verton, will sing tradi| Easter music,
kndlelight communion serlill be held at 7 30 o'clock
lay night at the First
an Church, the Rev. Tom
Uins, minister, said.
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Donald Emory Thurlow, Jr.,
(above) of Worcester, Mass.,
'.vas five months old March 29
and celebrated by tossing his
diaper in the baby heavyweight title ring. The youngster weighs 26 pounds and has
a 20-inch chest measurement.
(AP Wirephoto)

Mark Cunningham
Rotary President

Byron Williams New Vice
President, N. T. Cole
Secretary

When
young
Thruston B.
Morton, GOP congressman from
Louisville, announced he would
be a candidate for the Republican nomination for Governor
there was mighty rejoicing . . .
but somehow, most of it seemed
to be among Democrats. And
certainly no happy cries issued
from the tents of the followers
of Attorney General Eldon Dummitt or the hills of Long John
Robsion's Ninth district stronghold.
True,
Gov.
Simeon
Willis
gave out a statement Monday in
which he said he was for Mr.
Morton "because he is the best
man available" to the GOP;
but Mr. Dummitt sent a hot shot
into the camp of his party's harmonizers when he said he was
glad "the bosses have finally
picked their tool" and indicated
he would be in there fighting to
the finish.

Huge clouds of smoke rise from Mount Hekla near Reykjavik, Iceland. The peak, erupting for the first time since 1845, has
spread thousands of tons of lava, rocks and ashes over a wide
area, making coastal navigation difficult and polluting drinking
water. (AP Wirephoto)
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Trees' Best Friend Gets
Rough Treatment By Tree

New Train Will
Start April 27

2,080 Immunized
Against Diseases

Caldwell Draft Office To
Close After Records
Are Processed; Personnel
Listed

Activities of
the
Caldwell
County Health Department, reported by the clerk, Mrs. Arney
T. Rawls, under communicable
disease control show immunization of 2,080 persons, including
treatment given pre-school and
school children
for - typhoid,
small-pox, diphtheria and other
communicable diseases
during
1946.

Selective Service died a natural death at midnight Monday,
March 31, and all men holding
draft cards can tear them up
without fear of being called into
Uncle Sam's armed forces . . .
unless the volunteer rate falls
too low and a new draft law is
enacted. The office here will remain open 30 days, to complete
disposition of records.
Caldwell county furnished approximately 1,500 men and women to the fighting forces during
World War II, Hubert Young,
chief clerk of the county board
from its inception, October 21,
1940, to its close, said. Of this
total, 1,351 enlisted or were inducted, and 150 others joined up
in other cities, from schools

There were 139 deaths reported in the county and 299 births,
excluding still-births.
There
were 16 deaths of babies under
1 year old, five from 1 to 4
years, inclusive; 52 of persons
70 years and older.
There were no deaths from
whooping cough; one from typhoid fever; one from diphtheria; five from tuberculosis, all
forms; two from syphilis; one
from influenza; six from measles;
16 from cancer; one, pellagra;
13 cerebral hemorrhage; 33, diseases of the heart; six, pneumonia; six, nephritis; eight, accidental.
Under general sanitation, numerous inspections were made and
specimens of drinking water submitted to the State laboratory
for analysis. A few were found
unsafe for domestic use.
Under venereal disease control, 22 persons were sent to the
rapid treatment center at Louisville for intensive
treatment
against syphilis and gonorrhea,
and a total of 506 intravenous
and
intramuscular
injections
were given in the local office
as a part of a nation-wide effort
to eradicate syphilis, Mrs. Rawls
saicf.
Robert S. Jacob is sanitary
inspector for the Health Department, Mrs. Joyce Ramage, nurse,
Dr. W. L. Cash, 'acting director,
Mrs. Rawls, clerk.

40 Children To
Present Festival

Local Jaycees To
Attend State Meet

9!
9!
9!

1
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Selective Service
Dies; War Drew
1500 From County

County Had 139 Deaths,
299 Births In 1946;
Sanitation Inspections
Numerous

Ralph Nelson, U. S. district forester, suffered the
Streamliner To Replace
unkindest cut last
week
No. 101 And No. 102,
when a tree fell on his car,
Mark Cunningham was elected
At Different Hours
parked in front of the Trigg
The Democrats mostly emulatpresident of the Princeton Rocounty courthouse, at Cadiz,
The new streamline train, City
ed
the
Tar
Baby
and
said
nothin'
tary Club at Tuesday night's
doing
approximately
$300
of New Orleans, will be placed
.
.
.
.but
there
u^s
abundant
meeting. He had previously serdamage to the vehicle's top.
in service, Sunday, April 27, T.
ved as secretary and vice presi- evidence the entry of the milRalph, who spends most of
K. Williams announced Monday
lionaire congressman, friend of
dent and was acting president
his, time trying to protect
The train will leave Louisthe "Prince of Nassau", Jouett
for some time last year, during
trees, is receiving condolen- * ville, southbound, at 8 o'clock
Todd, Louisville GOP organizaPres. Edw. F. Blackburn's illness.
ces this week on the way
in the morning and will arrive
tion boss, had not pleased many
that Cadiz tree reciprocated.
at Princeton at 12:22, and at
Byron Williams was named Republicans hereabouts.
Padueah at 1:18, C. S. Collier,
vice president. Dr. M. T. Cole,
Only Louisville candidate for V
< trainmaster, said Wednesday.
secretary-treasurer, and Elwood Governor to win in the lifetime
Returning,
northbound, " the
Cook, Howard Stone and Burhl of this writer was Augustus E. Hospital Fund Gets
train will leave Padueah at 6:10
Hollowell, directors.
Wilson, Republican,
in 1909. $475 Gift From USO;
o'clock at night and will arrive
Mr. Cunningham was present- Since then, Charles I. Dawson,
in Princeton at 7:10, and in
ed a 5-year perfect attendance Louisville, was defeated by Wil- Drive To Start Soon
The Caldwell County Memor- ftc nsville at 11:30.
pin and David Alexander was in- liam J. fields, Oilve Hill, by
The new train will handle
troduced as Junior Rotarian for 49,768 votes, in 1923, Dawson ial Hospital funcT was"$475 largmail
and baggage, and will acer
this
week
as
result
of
USO
April. Van R. Lucas, senior in- failing to carry his home counspector of the State Department ty of Jefferson, and Mayor Wil- funds in that amount being turn- commodate the same number of
Mr. Collier
said. Paper Drive Successful,
of Health, was guest of Robert liam B. Harrison lost to Ruby ed over to Thos. J. Simmons by passengers,
"Otherwise, he added, we are Troop No. 39 Plans To
Chas.
J.
White,
treasurer
of
theJacob.
Laffon by 71,531 votes in 1931,
just replacing the old trains No.
tho Harrison did carry Jeffer USO. Mr. Simmons said the
Buy Camping Equipment
101 and No. 102".
newly
named
committee,
to
orson county by about 14,000.
Sixteen youths, members of
Two
trains
will
still
run
each
ganize a financial campaign for
Meanwhile, in Democratic cirBoy Scout Troop No. 39, canvasdonations to the proposed new day, Mr. Collier said.
cles, there was some lament
sed the town Saturday, March
hospital, had not held a meetfrom supporters of Congressman
29, for old papers and magazines.
ing as yet but he hoped to Homemakers To Have
Earle C. Clements that his opThe collection was very successhave the drive under way in
Training School Apr. 10 ful, Scoutmaster Johnny Mercer
Poppy Pickering To Be ponent, Harry Lee Waterfield, the near future.
Clinton publisher, farmer and
Miss Vivian Curnutt, Exten- announced this week. The troop
morning services at
"Snow White" In East- speaker of the Kentucky House,
sion specialist of the University plans to buy camping equiplock will also feature
side Play
had injected "the old cry of
of Kentucky, will conduct a ment and some new equipment
tg Women's Choir singspecial interests and privilege"
Forty
children
will
take
part
its meeting
place with
training school on "Floor Treat- for
Df the Cantata numbers,
ments" in the basement of the money earned by selling the
ted Children's Chorus in presentation of an original into the campaign, forcing Mr.
Kentucky Utilities Building April paper. Brown's and Morgans'
Bing an Easter Anthem, play, "Snow White In the For- Clements to go on the defensive
10, from 10 to 3 o'clock. This is Funeral Homes furnished the
{pastor, Rev. J. Lester est", a Spring Festival produc- again.
The Clements supporters reTen Members From
for the home furnishing leaders Scouts with trucks.
irill deliver the Easter tion, written and produced by
second grade pupils of Eastside mind the party folk that Waterof 13 Homemakers clubs in the
Princeton Chapter Will
School. Mrs. H. C. Lester, Miss field and Clements agreed "not
county and will complete a seruth Fellowship of the
Be Delegates
Martha Shultz and Mrs. Louard to throw mud", so the Democraies of six lessons on home furil hold its annual EasEgbert will assist in the presen- tic nominee may not have the
Delegates from the 23 Jaycee nishings, Miss Wilma Vandiver,
tfast at the church at
tation to be enacted in the school handicap of a lot of stay-at- chapters in the State will hold home demonstration agent, said.
and will be host to
aduitorium Friday morning, April home voters, come November.
their annual meeting April 25,
people from the First
4, at 10:30 o'clock.
But, Waterfield backers reply, 26 and 27 in Ashland, John H.
| Church, Central PresKEA Meet To Be In
29 Families In County
Poppy Pickering will protray their candidate only pointed out Presler, president of the Princeand Cumberland PresSnow White, lost in the woods. that his record shows him to be ton chapter,
announced this Louisville Apr. 16-18
Belong; All Members
Jhurch.
Other members of the cast in- the friend of the common peo- week.
The annual KEA meeting will
Urged To Join
rian Services
clude Carolyn Adams, Betty ple whereas Mr. Clements' recLocal Jaycees who plan to at- be held in Louisville April 16,
Enrollment of Farm Bureau
jrsday Night
Morgan, Sandy Gresham and ord shows he has been on the tend are: Howard York, imme- 17 and 18, Miss Atha Stallings
members in the Blue Cross plan
Central
Presbyterian
Iralyn Fears, the kind fairies; utilities' side in T V A ripper efdiate past president; Joe Wil- of the county superintendent's for prepaid hospital care will be
have communion
David Brown, Robin Hood, and forts in the Legislature and
cox; Dr. Elwood Cook, John H. office, announced this week. in full sWing during April, set
Thursday night at 7
the seven dwarfs, Guy Catlett, claim il this "muddies" Mr.
Cla&es will be dismissed these
Presler, Murray Sells, William
aside as Blue Cross Month by
tnth the Westminister
Kenneth
Patterson,
Herschel Clements, he collected the mud
three days if their teachers atH. Stout and Charles "Pete"
Executive Secretary J. E. StanGroup in charge of
Hopper,
Jimmy
Byrd,
Mike himself.
tend the meeting, otherwise they
Russell.
ford.
Boitnott, Aubrey Boyd and Bill
will not, she said. City schools
Three other delegates will be
fiday services will be
The 30-day period will be the
Smith.
will not be in session WednesGolden Pond Youth In
church at 7 o'clock.
named later, Mr. Presler said.
last chance for. Farm „ Bureau
day
through
Friday
of
next
The public is invited.
W. Schulherr will deAmong features of the conJail On Whiskey Charge
week, while teachers attend the members to apply for protection
lessage "The Renting
vention will be addresses by
from burdensome hospital bills
KEA, it was reported.
After Chase By Officers
Hi". The Westminister Fredonia Senior Play
Seldon Waldo, president of the
under the non-profit plan until
Maurice Calhoun, 19, Golden U. S. Junior Chamber of ComGroup
is
also
next
year, Stanford said, howTo Be Presented April 4 Pond, is in the City lockup on a
of the music.
merce, Gainesville, Fla.; Gwynn J. Hopson And R. Nelson
ever, new members may join
|ter service, "The Res- V T h e Senior Class of Fredonia charge of bootlegging, having Edmonds, national vice-president,
Conduct Pine Experiment Blue Cross within 30 days after
[»d The Life", will be High School will present its been arrested Tuesday night by Huntington, W. Va.; John Ben
becoming a Farm Bureau memJosh Hopson, Trigg county, and
Rev. Mr. Schulherr play, "Look Who's Here", at 8 Officers Croft and Reddick af- Sheppard, national
ber.
vice-presio'clock
Friday
night,
Apr.
4
at
Ralph
Nelson,
United
States
forter an auto chase which ended dent, Gladewater, Texas; Jack
ttrning. Special music
To date, 5,000 Kentucky memlished by the choir, the high school, Jack Byrd, class when Reddick shot out a tire on Reich, national vice-president, ester, are conducting an experi- bers of the Farm Federation
ment to determine whether pine
fits Templar will be sponsor, announced this week. the Calhoun car. The police have Indianapolis, and Dee Cos, presican be grown from seeds, in- and 10,000 of their dependents
The cast includes Billy McKin- broken tops of several jugs
sts.
dent of the Indiana Jaycees.
stead of having to plant seed- are enrolled in this non-commerney, "Scratch" Stewart, Kenneth
Easter service will Harper, Mary Brown, Dorothy which, they alleged, contained
lings. They have planted one cial health organization. They
moonshine whiskey. The officers
(7 o'clock Saturday at Cash,
acre of land with Loblolly seed assure their families of adequate
Louard
Barnes, Mary said Calhoun threw the jugs Clements' Visit Here Is
el.
Grace George and Kathleen from his car during the chase, Ended By Brother's Death pine, about 20,000 seed to the hospital care by paying Blue
Cross a small sum monthly to
pound.
it Fredonia
Caraway.
which started in Bootsville.
Congressman Earle C. Clemassume their risk of heavy exservices are being
ents, Morganfield, a candidate
pense.
sch night at the Frefor the Democratic nomination Pharmacy College To
Final Lesson Saturday
Church, the pas- Clift Asks'Kiwanians To
Porter M. Sell, secretary-treasfor Governor, was a visitor in Merge With U. Of K.
In College Algebra
R. Robertson, de- Aid County School Plan
urer of the Caldwell County
messages.
The final lesson in the course Princeton late Tuesday afterLexington —UP)— University Farm Bureau, announced this
Clifton Clift,
county school
ople of the First superintendent, was guest speak of College Algebra will be given noon. He arrived at the Prince- of Kentucky trustees and offi- week that letters have been
Church will pre- er at Wednesday's meeting of Saturday, Clifton Clift, county ton Hotel at 6 o'clock, where he cials of the Louisville College sent to all members urging
ttrt Easter program the Kiwanis Club. He discussed superintendent, announced this conferred with Rumsey Taylor of Pharmacy agreed here Tues- them to join the Blue Cross.
Drning
immediately needs of the county school sys- week. This course is sponsored briefly. Shortly afterward he re- day to merge the pharmaceutiMr. Sell said there are 29 famJunday School, and tem, with especial reference to by the Extension Department of ceived information of the d ;ath cal college wi^i the university ilies who belong, covering 82
egg hunt will be the new consolidated high school Murray State Teachers College of a brother at Morganfield,\ and effective July 1.
persons, as of Feb. 28. There
f»e younger group, and gymnasium building the
left for his home there
Under terms of the agreement were four hospital cases with
ch grounds.
o'clock.
county board proposes to build. Collins Is Speaker
the university will operate the the cost totaling $126.90, in 1946,
He asked the advice and help
college after July 1 but classes he said.
Rev. Tom W. Collins spoke at
1 Band Gives
of all Kiwanians.
will continue to be held in
the
Ninth
Street
Christian Attend Dental Meeting
Caldwell county ranks low in
Eastside
\J
Church, Hopkinsville, last Wed
Drs. B. L. Keeney, W. E. Wil- Louisville until students now percentage of members having
High Band gave a
David S. Moore, machinist's nesday night, concluding the last lis, C. H. Jaggers and Robert] enrolled have completed their this insurance compared with
Jconcert
at
10:30 mate, third clasa, USN, son of in a series of one-a-week revival Gordon will return today from | work.
other counties, he said. Union
ch 27, at the East- Mrs. Marion Moore, Fredonia xervlces.
"What My Christian a three-day meeting of the Ken
Freshman students planning to county has 265 families belongRussell Goodaker, Route 1, Is eerving aboard the Faith Means To Me", was his tucky Dental Society in Louis major -in pharmacy will take ing, constituting
the
largest
Bounced this week. light cruiser, USS Houston.
topic.
' ville.
non-professional courses at U. K. membership.
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Joann Pickering Heads
W. Kentucky Y-Teens

Farm Bureau Plans
Blue Cross Month

Joann Pickering, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. G. Pickering, Locust street, was elected
president of the Y-Teens of
Western Kentucky, at the district conference in Dawson
Springs, March 28 and 29,
Gertrude Richie, president of
the local £lub, announced this
week.
The district conference will
be held in Princeton next
•spring. Miss Richie said.
Delegates attending the conference were: Gertrude Richie,
Rosella Cotton, Cynthia Cunningham,
Jo Ann
Watson,
Betty Jo Linton, Delia Rorer,
Sarah Joyce Scott, Joan Keen,
Joann Pickering, Judy Pruett,
Dottie Dean, Pat Horn, Jaunita Scott, Marie DiJennon,
Shirley Farmer and Barbara
Sue Farmer.

Cancer Drive
Committee Named
Booths Will Be Placed
In Courthouse And
Lobbies Of Banks

The annual campaign for the
American Cancer Society will
begin April 7, and continue
through the month, Mrs. F. K.
Wylie, of the Woman's Club,
announced this week.
Booths will be set up in the
courthouse and the banks April
14, 18 and 19.
Two films will be shown at
the local theater the second
week of April dealing with
cancer, Mrs. Wylie said.
Mrs. William S. Young has
accepted the chairmanship for
Fredonia and Mrs. Mallory Porter for the Cobb neighborhood.
Assisting in the booths and
solicitation will be: Mesdames
Harold Wilson, Sam Jones, Earl
Adams, S. O. Catlett, C. H. Jaggers, J. R. Catlett, Thomas McConnell, J. S. Steinbaugh, Hugh
Skees, Robert Parsley, J. J.
Rosenthal and Alvin Lisanby.
The Woman's Club aided nine
cancer sufferers last year, Mrs.
Wylie said, through the American Cancer Society..

Butter Price Falls
5 Cents Pound Here
Butter prices
have dropped
five cents a pound here in the
last 15 days in both retail and
wholesale markets,
it is announced by an official of the
Princeton Creamery.
Highest retail price paid for
butter was 95c a pound shortly
before Christmas, compared with
71 cents a pound now. Wholesale butter prices remain five
cents lower on both markets.

Jack Giannini Sings
With 150-Voice Chorus

)

V

British Commons
Approves Draft Law
London — UP) — The
House of Commons approved
Tuesday a long term peacetime conscription bill for
Britain's armed forces during
a session which focused attention on a split in the
ranks of the Labor party on
the' subject.
The measure passed on second reading—the
decisive
stage in "Parliament—without a vote a few minutes after conservatives joined government-supporting laborites
in defeating 386 to 85 a
motion calling for the bill's
rejection.

and colleges, giving Caldwell
as their home county.
The county's original draft
board was comprised by W. C.
Sparks, chairman; Marshall Eldred and Robert Morgan. Mr.
Morgan died and Mr. Sparks resigned the chairmanship, R. S.
Gregory succeeding as chairman
and Roy Rowland taking Mr.
Eldred's place, when the latter
moved to Louisville.
Dr. W. L. Cash, who served as
examining physician
for the
county's Selective Service board
in World War I, acted in the
same capacity throughout World
War II.
Hillery Barnett served as re- •
employment committeeman.
William E. Jones was field
agent, later being replaced by
R. G. McClelland, when Mr.
Jones went to Frankfort. Assistant clerks were Margaret Sholar,
Lucille Gray and Wanda Smith.
Edwin M. Nichols was the
first man called in the draft
here but he volunteered, entering the service Novembr 26,
1940. Nine men left January 20,
1941, comprising the first group
to leave the county. The last
group left for examination August 27, 1946, but these men
were not inducted.
During the existence of the
draft board, 77 draft calls were
made.
There were six registrations
held, the first October 16, 1940,
including registrants of the ages
21-36; the second, July 1, 1941,
new persons reaching 21; third,
February 16, 1942, those attaining the age of 20 years; fourth,
April 27, 1942, the age of 45 to
65; fifth, June 30, 1942, the age
of 18 to 26 and sixth, which
ended March 31 and which included registrants born on or
after July 1, 1924, or having
reached their eighteenth birthdays.

—•Jack Giannini, Princeton, was
among student members of the
150-voice mixed chorus that recently appeared in a traditional
Easter presentation of the "The
Requiem Mass",
by Johannes
Brahms, at the University. The Hugh Cherry Taken To
singers were accompanied by a Louisville Hospital
Hugh Cherry, who has been
70-piece
symphony
orchestra,
composed of U. of K. students. serously ill the last week at his
home here suffering recurrence
of an old illness, was taken to
Local Vandy Students
Norton Infirmary, Louisville, by
ambulance Tuesday. Mrs. Cherry
In Modern Quarters
William 'Carl Sparks, Jr. and accompanied him.
Richard B. Gregory, Princeton,
i
V
are among 100 Vanderbilt stuLiterary Guidepost
dents who moved last week into
modern new quarters in the first
Reviews New Books
completed dormitory
of
the
Nearly every week The
Men's Quadrangle after several
Leader publishes, on its edimonths of living in converted
torial page, reviews of the
Army barracks on the campus
newest books by W. G. RogSparks is a freshman in the Colers, who does this chore enlege of Arts and Sciences, Gretertainingly for the Associatgory a freehman in the School
ed Press. The feature has
of^Engineering.
won approval of some readers of this newspaper and,
Attends Bar Meeting
if you are a booklover, its
regular purusal will point
City Attorney Gordon Lisanby
the way to better reading.
is attending the Kentucky State
Bar Association convention in
The Editor
Louisville this weelt

m

Thurtdoy, April 3, I94;

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
couldn't get to Eddyville with
the Herald'i type. Then we received a two-page telegram ordering nearly a full pa*e ad
about the telephone strike, the
neighbors sent in a good many
other ads, Including a big one
from the K U. . . A good friend
sent some long-stemmed roses
and two new neckties turned up.
Birthdays lose their thrill, after a good many roll over one's
head; but before that one was
over, Pennyriler had numerous
reasons to count his blessings.
Even David, who will stay away
from the movies before he will
spend his own money, kicked
in for Pop! So the boss lady got
taken to see the Uncle Remus
film that night.

The
thia co
throug
biggest
history
much

'Jimmy Hays, 7, son of Pedro
and Peggy Hays, is editor, printer and entire staff of "The Kentucky Paper", a copy of which
he sent- me last weekend. He
reports
he and many of his
friends did not get to school
March 27, because of the ice and
snow . . . Has considerable to
say about the lady who guessed
Mrs. Hush was Clara Bow . . .
Banner line and top story dealt
with the big Illinois mine disaster. Pennyriler rejoices to see
that some of the youngsters coming along are interested in the
newspaper business.

the ei
the

b

Bomev
Th<!
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An experienced political friend,
not actively in the camp of either of the Democratic gubernatorial aspirants as yet, says he
fears both Waterfield and Clements have run too hard and fast
too early . . . and need to figure
how to engender some enthusiasm into this race when the
summer months come along. He
opines "some effort and energy
would swing the tide in either
direction".

We
thai
and
tur|

Miss Fan Underwood turned
in the following poem, for use
in the Hopkinsville New Era's
Office Cat column. I like it very
much, hope readers of this column wiH too:
HOPKINSVILLE
Hopkinsville all for a holiday
dressed,
The Pearl of the Pennyrile,
Queen of the West,
Opens her heart to incoming

A r m y Day, traditionally observed April
6, date of the United States entry into
World W a r I, was set by President Truman's

proclamation

for

April

6

Sunday.

is

Easter

April

7,

since

Churches

throughout America, however, have been
invited to include prayers for the A r m y
in

their Easter

services.

"yvill be observed April

Army

Week

6-12.

Cooperation of A r m y establishments
throughout the country in the observance
embraces plans for ."open house" to civilian visitors A r m y Day, some will play
host through the week, and still others
will receive student tours sponsored by
schools Saturday, April 12. All overseas
commands have been instructed to arrange an appropriate observance.
In many cities A r m y troops will join
veterans' organizations, patriotic, civic
and fraternal societies and youth units in
colorful parades climaxed by luncheons
and banquets. Army-made films will por-

We get lots of complaints, of
course; and sometimes, a boost.
Like the other day when Mrs.
Purdy, of the Purdy store, told
Dorothy to "Just fix me up an
ad. I never have to worry about
what The Leader does for us".
A little of that and we will bust
all the buttons of our clothes
. . . for attainment of that sort
of customer confidence is our
highest goal.
The Louisville Times said recently: County Commissioner Edw a r d Torstrick, Republican,
elected in 1943, said he would
not run for re-election this fall
because his wife wants him to
get out of politics. Yes, Brother
Ed, we know how you feel; and
the Muss us too!
Pennyriler's birthday brought
the biggest snow in years last
Thursday . . . the electric power went off while breakfast
was being prepared . . . trip to
Paducah
was cancelled . . .

The first paid advertisement
for the War Assets Administration this observer has seen in a
community newspaper, appeared
last week in the Cadiz Record.
Hearty congratulations, neighbor!
Perhaps this may be explained
by Edison Thomas, a former
Record worker, now on the staff
of the W A A at Louisville.
Uncle Sam's agencies flood
our desk and that of every
other country editor, with "news
releases" about all manner of
things, such as W A A sales, Army
recruiting, government insurance
and scores of others, for which
they buy space in magazines,
daily newspapers, on the radio,
billboards and in every other
good advertising medium. They
use up millions of tons of paper,
the nation's No. 1 scarce item,
and boost newsprint prices to
us . . . but order no paid advertising.
Cronies
He is an old man;
He has nearly done
With every sort of plan,
Save only one;
To move his chair, merely,
With the moving sun.
Who is his friend, and nearly
His only one.
—David Morton.

Literary Guidepost
By W. 0 . Rogers
TMK II«D BSCAPKO, by J«I Oodden <Hlnshart| I3.B0).
Three men and a photograph,
and a secret, too, set off In the
crew of a small steamer across
the dangerous South Pacific in
late 1041.
They are Prince, the steward;
Jacko, the faithful, ugly first
cook, who keeps a falcon caged
on the deck; Sebastian, second
cook; and a snapshot, at which
Sebastian steals a risky glance,
of Prince, Jacko and a beautiful
girl.
Without Sebastian there would
be no secret, and for that matter, without Prince and Jacko
there would be none, either. But
it is the persistent, probing Sebastian, newcomer to the high
seas, rubbing elbows with Jacko
in the tiny galley, who smells
a rat.
It's nothing, Prince says, forget
about it, don't be sticking your
nose in other people's business.
But curiosity keeps gnawing at
Sebastian. He hears the captain
talk about murder; he watches
Jacko tantalize the imprisoned
bird cruelly; he sees him make
painstaking entries in his mysterious book; and he gets caught
reading it and, as Jacko flies at
him with a knife, barely escapes
with his life.
Their ship carries a little gun,
but they miss their one chance
to use it and we now catch up
with the lone survivor where
we met him on the first page,
washed up on a tropical shore
along which more birds peck

their wuy, leaving dUny»
shaped footprints in the lwul<
man recovering consciouuj^
this
deserted, forsaken
could, out of desperation, etc,
his terrifying lonelinew by '
juring up a troubled put. if
calls the names of Prince *
Jacko, he might hear them (
swerj if he needs them,
might make them out of i
wisps of mist which jwe«p
from the ocean, or out of t
birds themselves, cocking thi
heads as they stalk up a
down. The answer that mi<ht
expected only in Liverpool n
be found here on the oppo.
side of the world; in this cii
white beach one might dig
the story of an appallingly h
tial and untamed nature.
The author handles her „
usual
material expertly; i
very substance of her tal«
imagined by one of the chi
acters she has imagined, a
yet it stays eerily close to J
ibility. This is the kind of itj
Dali paints.

Entered aa eecond
of M a r c h «. 1»7».

The chimes in the tower of
St. Michael's Episcopal Churd
Charleston, S. C., have croa
the ocean five times since
church was founded in 1764.
The Union of South Afri
nearly twice the size and po|
tion of Texas.
There are no railroads in
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tray to citizen groups behind-scene phases
of A r m y training, life and missions. The
Military Order of the World W a r s will
sponsor its customary meetings in its local
chapters.
General of the A r m y Dwight D . Eisenhower, Chief of Staff, urging his comrades-in-arms, in and out of uniform, to
join their fellow Americans in observing
A r m y Week, said:
"We
commemorate the loyalty and
courage of free men who, throughout
seventeen decades of our history, have
served the United States that we might
stand strong and safe among the nations
of the world . . . The million and more
men and women in our A r m y are instruments of the nation's will for security
and peace. 'Sustained by public confidence, they will succeed true to the
A r m y ' s proud traditions. For your A r m y
is part of the people. It is composed of
your sons. It is a faithful implement of
democracy."
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J ust the other day one of our bright
young accountants added up every res-

alarm clock. Junior's electric train came
into the station on time.

idential bill paid in 1946, and divided
the sum by the number of customers.
He found that our Average Residential Customer paid only $3.31 a month
for electric service. For 11 cents a day
our A . R. C. had lights, refrigeration,
"Pardon as folks,

and radio entertainment. She used elec-

but your electric

tricity to do the washing and ironing,

bill is showing."

to vacuum her rugs, to make toast and
coffee. Her husband shaved, ran the
stoker, and was wakened by an electric
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Tomato Blight

week's column is contribby Kussell Hunt, tobacco
klist, College ot Agriculture
Jiunu- Economics.
Mold will break out in
second-year plant beds
year. Whether it spreads
| becomes general will deentirely upon rainfall durpie plant-bed season. Cergrowers should be preparcombat the disease the
warning is given that it
ely to develop,
mute gives excellent confor a bed 12 feet wide and
|eet long, 114 to 2 pounds
be enough for the season,
the Fermate now, while
can get it. If you keep it
it will keep indefinitely,
jrour sprayer or duster, too,
jiave it ready.

[

»r«ly cIok J
the kind A

>n To Spray O r Du»t

lo railroad! i

new beds, begin when the
se is first reported in the
Iborhood or in the county
to south. Then, apply twice
ek and after every rain uniting is completed.
second-year beds, begin
plants are thrf size of a
f. Apply twice a week and
every rain until setting is
Jleted. Spray—3 level tableFermate, 1 gallon water
pound Fermate, 25 gallons
For small amounts, shake
ermate thoroughly with a
water in a glass jar' and
|the mixture to the water
!ie spray tank. For large
nts, make a thin paste of
ate and water in a bucket
add to the water in the
tank.
ply 4 to 6 gallons of spray

t

I
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This is the story about what
befell so many tomatoes last
year. It is told at this time to
prepare against its happening
again, but also to emphasize the
point that if only home gardeners were pessimists enough to
prepure for tomato emergencies
that arise every year, their troubles in 1946 would have been
less.
Last year's tomato trouble was
unusual in that' it was mainly
caused by late blight, a disease
of potatoes, but which can adapt
itself to destroying tomatoes,
weather.
Such
TOP MAN—Henry P. "Hank" given proper
Iba (above), basketball coach weather occurred in May and
and athletic director at Okla- June, a combination of wet land
homa A. and M., was named and subnormal temperature, the
(Mar. 24) by the National day-and-night average staying
Association of
B a s k e t b a l l close to 60 degrees. But the
Coaches, in New York, as the weather was responsible only for
man, who "has done the most the developing of this special
for the sport through the trouble, which could have been
largely controlled by preparing
years." (AP Wirephoto)
for the early blight, which alto 100 feet of bed 9 feet wide, or ways comes, every year.
to 75 feet of bed 12 feet wide,
For the control of early blight,
depending on the size of the
spraying with copper has long
plants. Remove the cotton bebeen recommended, 4-4-50 borfore spraying.
deaux. However, because this
spray has three ingredients and
Dust
A ready-mixed Fermate dust appears complicated to make,
will be - available this season. the coming onto the market of
But, if you want to mix your a't least three new materials has
own, using 1 pound Fermate to been extremely welcome. These
each 5Vi pounds, or 15 pounds are copper oxide-yllow (cuproFermate to each 85 pounds, of cide), basic copper and copper-A.
talc (or fresh fuller's earth, or They are in dust form, needing
only to be stirred into water to
pyrophyllite). Don't use lime.
make a spray. They come also as
Apply 2 to 3 pounds of mixed
ready-mixed dust, but dusts are
powder to 100 feet of bed 9 feet
less effective than wet spray.
wide, or to 75 feet of bed 12
The timing of application is
feet wide, depending on the
most
important. Spraying must
size of the plants. Apply directbegin immediately the plants
ly through the cotton.
are set in the garden,
and
Everybody reads The Leader! should be repeated at least
twice more, 10 days or two
weeks apart. It is here that a
bit of pessimism might help
gardeners appreciate that to keep
off tomato trouble in July and
August, steps must be taken in
May and June.
Later, but before spraying
time, this matter will be treated
in detail. This discussion is merely to reassure gardeners that
the tomato trouble in 1946 need
not occcur this year.

I

Boy Finds Police
Efficiency Slipping

It—

roaillient

Hybrids

W. A. Scott of Bardwell, Kentucky, planted a
adbent Hybrid to win the Official 1946 Kentucky
Derby, with a yield of 164 bushels per acre.
[LIFF HDWE. C O . , Princeton, Ky.
I AKRIDGE, Fredonia, Ky.
4-

miHPS

tPfc™

At least 50 farmers in Marshall
county will plant certified Ky.
160 Dark Air-Cured tobacco this
year for the first time.
The Kiwanis Club of Monticello, Wayne county, is sponsoring
about 40 4-H club strawberry
projects.
Pike county reports having
3,431 4-H club members in 83
clubs.
Farmers in Lawrence county
have bought about 20,000 feet of
drain tile in the past two months,
more than half being installed.
Clark county homemakers are
improving clothes closets by rearrangment and the addition of
shelves, shoe racks and other
closet fittings.
William Kaufman of McCracken county sold $1,377 worth of
registered Duroc hogs since he
got his first gilt as a 4-H project
in 1943.
The Harland County Planning
Committee estimates that 260,000 bushels of corn were jfroduced in that county last year, or
twice as much as 10 years ago.
It is expected that at least

By JOHN
OABONBH
Kentucky Collcfl* of Agrloulturs
•nd Homo Bconomtcc

jcco Blue Mold

fy «uik 3

Ky. Farm News

THE GARDEN

Column

mm*

^

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
J June 24, 1919. Miss Ruth have returned home to spend
Brooks, of Sturgis, is the pleas- the holidays: Sam ^Koltinsky,
ant guest of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Harry Miller and Mark GoldGoodwin, of this city, and Miss namer. Sam is from the State
Stella Goodwin at Otter Pond. College at Lexington; Harry from
the Hanoyer, Ind. college and
December 20, 1907. One of the Mark from a Nashville Law Unimost highly enjoyed attraction^ versity. All are loaking well,
since the opening of the Henriet- and Mark seems none the worse
ta Theater was David Belasco's from a flash light stunt of some
La Bellfiroussee, in which Mr. ten days ago, which terminated
in an explosion at a time when
Maurice Franklin appeared.
not expected, singing his eyeJune 24, 1919. Alvin Lisanby, brows and hair, besides scorchwho has been attending the State ing his face.
University at Lexington for the
last nine months, returned home
Saturday.
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ORDER

ROtlUCK and CO.

All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y

Monday, April 7, 1947
at 10 o'clock A . M .
at my farm on the U. S. 62, five miles south of Princeton, Kentucky, I will offer for sale to the
highest bidder, the following:

One McCormick-Deering Farmall M Tractor

Equipped with hydraulic lift-all, lights, starter, belt pulley, power take-off, swinging draw bar
and rear wheel weights.
Late model, used slightly. G O O D AS NEW.

One McCormick-Deering H M 228 Power lift disc cultivator
for H or M Farmall, complete with cylinders and hose.

,.

One McCormick-Deering H M 150 Disc Plow
Two furrow direct connected power lift

for Farmall H or M

disc harrow, with scrapers

One N C M Case Pick-up hay baler.
Used on owner's farm and in excellent condition.
rake
One New Idea Manure Spreader

One John Deere four foot horse drawn mowing machine

WONDKKS

One Heavy wagon

IPSCN

IN

TNI

INSTITUTION

One Four can regular electric Victor milk cooler,
with Frigidaire compressor unit and agitator.

A lot of small tools

k

THE TIME — 10 o'clock Monday, ApriJ 7, 1947
THE PLACE — Five miles south of Princeton, Ky., on U. S. 62.
POTTER T W K P I

Q S ^ S m S
U i«f»l
1
FLYING ACTS
• NAI

POPULAR
TWICE DAILY 218 P.M. I PRICKS

OFFICE

8:00 O'Clock - Lodge Room

USED r o e

IT* teoe

emeus—isoo,ooo
CAPITAL INVOTD. t i n !

Telephone. 790

April 3, 1947

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

One Dump rake

MKEI—Kim—0MMO—TIAN EVQ

AMUSEMENT

107

T O N I G H T

f

BOTTUD UNMK AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COUk COMPANY BY

One McCormick-Deering three bar side delivery

WORLD'S GREATEST

serve

REGULAR MEETING

One McCormick-Deering horse drawn shovel cultivator

6 ARENAS
AN

ice,

B. P. 0. ELKS

One McCormick-Deering 7-foot, 16-inch fOA tandem tractor

K » " l S o s
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TERMINIX

News From The Past

Princeton

came

-STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

STRIKERS TAKE MILK FROM TRAIN — Striking dairymen
seized milk destined for New Orleans, when Illinois Central train
No. 3, stopped at Amite, La., (March 25) to take on passengers.
Forty 10-gallon cans were lifted from an express car. (AP Wirephoto)

i May 2, 1922. On Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock the Junior
Music Club met for the lpst
time this term, with Miss Mai
Tuggle. A very interesting program of piano solos, duets and
musical readings was rendered.
A delicious cream and cake
course was served by Mrs. Singler, assisted by Mrs. Charles
Curry.
#
The progress made in this last
month is shown by the increased
number on the honor roll. They
were: Virginia and Lillian McChesney, Mary Louise Pritchard,
Gladys Cash, Marianna' Dawson,
Lucille Harrington, Lucile Buttermore, Mildred Norman Greer,
Approximately 100 new seed- Dixie Vivian Moore, Marie Terings of alfalfa will be made in ry, Mattie Smithers, CarmonciMeade county this spring.
tis Hillyard and Ralph Cash.
To make their spring sewing
easier, the Owenton Hoijiemak- -December 20, 1907. The folers Club members, Owen coun- lowing well known young men,
ty, are making dress forms.
who have been away from
school the last few months,

,1*

4,000 acre* of row crops will be
planted on the contour in Hickman county this year.
At least 100,000 strawberry TERM I NIX offers triply guarplants will be transplanted in anteed protection against terKnox county this spring, many mites. Since 1927 more than
100,000 properties have been
farmers s t a r ti n g commercial treated by TERMINIX.
Ask
crops.
today for a free TERMINIX
That large ice cream containers inspection of your property.
make atractive waste baskets There Is no obligation.
when decorated was demonstratPRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260
ed by Miss Rusha Smith, ElizaAuthor!ted RcproMntMlv* of
ville Homemakers Club, FlemOhio V.lUv TurminW Corp.
ing county.
When the home of a former
AtAdvrtl—4
In'U.
Poof*
homemakers club member in V
Garrard county was destroyed by
fire, other clubs assisted by givWOIUD S I AKOtiT IN UKMIIt CONIKOl
ing furnishings and equipment.

Hospitality in your hands

Springfield, Mo.—(IP)—Seven
year-old Bobby t Joe McCord's
confidence in the police depart
ment was shaken when he went
to the station for the second
time in three months to report
a stolen bicycle and the officers
took six hours to find it.
He was in tears last Christmas
day when he first related to police the theft of the bicycle he
had received as a present only a
few hours earlier. But he left
the station wide-eyed that time
after officers, who already had
found the bicycle, turned it over
to him.

o
^
- o ,
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DOOMS OHM 1 * 7 P.M. L
Reserved and Admission nonets
on Sale Circus Day at Wood's
Drug Store.

TERMS: CASH

Buck Morse, W. C. Sparks,
Auctioneer

Owner

m
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Deaths-Funerals

Paducah Riding Club
To Sponsor Horse Show

News has been received here
by friends of the sudden death
Of Miss Georgia Mitchusson,
which occurred at Bedford, Ind.,
recently. Miss Mitchusson taught
at the Princeton Collegiate Institute about 40 years ago, before moving to Bedford, where
she was an instructor in the
high school. Funeral services and
burial were in Bedford.

A Spring horse show, to be
held June J at Carson Park, and
an endurance ride to Mayfield
May 3-4 were voted by the
board of directors of the Carson
Park Riding Club at a luncheon
meeting Monday.
Charles "Chubby" Wahl was
named chairman of the horse
show committee.
Details of classes will be announced later.

Arthur Gentry

Arthur Gentry, 66, died at his
home on
Highland avenue,
March 28. Funeral services were
held March 30,
at the Blue
Springs Church, with the Rev.
Mr. Spurlin officiating. Burial
was in the church cemetery. He
Is survived by his widow and
a daughter, Mrs. R. L. Ryan.

Clinton Igleheart

Clinton Igleheart, 85, died at
his home, March 31, at Equality,
Ohio county. Funeral services
were held at Equality, with the
Rev. Mr. Boyd of the Baptist
Church, officiating.
Survivors include: his widow,
Mrs. Gertie Igleheart, a daughter, Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt,
Princeton; brothers,
Harvey,
Elizabeth town; and Clark, Central City.

ttMVJ
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TAKING BECHERS BROOK JUMP AT GRAND NATIONAL
•

I

Livestock Market

Sales were fully steady with
last week on the Princeton
Livestock Market Monday, it was
reported by Brad Lacy, manager.
Total sold was 1259 head. Baby
beeves topped at $23; no. 1
veals, $27; and hogs, $25.75.
In the last fifty years, average
potato yields have increased a
bushel an acre a year.

Ulus W. Piercy

t f « 1

Part of the field takes the Bechers Brook jump during the running of the Grand National
Steeplechase at Aintree, England (March 29). Note jockey on ground at right. In foreground is
Lord Stalbridge's Bogskar. Event was won by Caughoo, 100 to 1. outsider. (AP Wirephoto)

Ulus W. Piercy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ervin Piercy, died at
his home in Cerulean, March
30. Funeral services were held
at 2 o'clock March 31, .at the
Millwood Cemetery, with burial
there. He is survived by three
By Rowland Evans, Jr.
sisters, Ollie, Delia and Millie
Washington — Both the Army
Hero Or Deserter?
Piercy and two brothers, Jake
and Navy want to change their
and Lexie.
officer-promotion systems. Both
have had bills introduced in Congress to effect the changes.
Sponsors hope that if these
two measures become law, it
will mean the two services will
be headed by young and aggressive officers who would reach
rank early enough in
A C * D C Superheterodyne command
life "to meet the demands of
Emerson Radio Model 540. A modern war."
handful of "BETTER Style, Tone,
The Navy proposal would rePerformance and Value." In walstrict to five years the time during which an admiral could renut, ivory, red and. green. One of
main an admiral, except in exmany new models now on display.
traordinary cases. After five
1 1 9 9 5
(Walnut Finish)
years admirals would have to
retire, thus assuring a continuous flow of young officers up
THE NEW 1-tt/
1947
* m T
> i r i
through the ranks.
The Navy estimates that offiJames Miker (above), 25,
cers would reach the rank of admiral at an average age of 53 found guilty last week by a
under this proposal. It says offi- U. S. Army court martial at
cers are too old when they get West Point of being a deserter,
actually was in Europe at the
to be admirals now.
time,
fighting with the paraAll officers would have to be
Phone 260
Princeton, Ky.
"selected" for promotion within troops, his attorney, Anthony
Pti'MiiiMiwiitinutimiMitiiiHMinnitutitiM
a certain time after they had F. Caffrey, reported in Syramade their last promotion or go cuse, N. Y. (March 30). Caffrey said miner, a Syracuse
out of the Navy. This has been
boy, jointed the paratroopers
Navy policy for some time, but
in 1942 as James H. Rowley,
the new proposal would tighten
rather than remain on duty at
this policy. In certain circumWest Point, where he had been
stances it would allow junior ofstationed. (AP Wirephoto)
ficers to be jumped over the
heads of their seniors without
imparing the latter's opportunities for future promotion.
December 20, 1907. Roy Moore,
The present Army method is
entirely predicated upon senior- of Crider, has entered the Hosity. The proposed system would pital College of Medicine at
put promotion on a combined Louisville. This is his second
In browns, tans and
seniority-selection basis similar year. He is sccceeded as agent
to the Navy's present system and of the I. C. at Crider by Gage
blues—all to harmonis a radical departure from any- Adamson.
ize with y o u r sport
thing the Army has ever done.
June 24, 1919. Dr. I. Z. Barber
Under the Army proposal ofcoat of any color—
ficers who have been "in grade" returned Saturday from Chicabeautiful materials.
for a certain determined length go where he took a course in an
of time must either be selected eye, ear, nose and throat school.
for promotion or must gef out
of the Army.
January 7, 1921. Urey Cook, of
Selection boards, would be New Jersey is here for a. visit
made up of senior officers who to his brothers and sisters. He
would examine the records of was discharged from military
all officers eligible for promo- service last June and since then
tion. They would certify only has been in business in that state.
the best. Those not certified
would be "passed over." Once
June 24, 1919. Little Josephine
an officer was passed over twice, Davis, of Sturgis, is visiting her
out he would go.
little friend, Zonweiss ClayBesides giving young officers combe.
a good opportunity to reach1
high rank within a reasonable
See our wide assortment
time, this sort of system' would
in all colors — Canary,
enable them to get started In a
civilian career while still young
Red and Blue—all designif they were passed over.
ed to harmonize with your
More important, the Army
Easter suit.
measure would put in top spots
officers best qualified to be
there, and not just officers who
have spent the longest time in
uniform.

Plan To Keep Younger
Men In Command .

HERE-N0W-THE

Worlds Smallest

Easter Highlights
In Men's Fashions

Did You Know?

Cover stored potatoes and
onions with a paper or bag to
keep out light. Keep dry and
cool but avoid freezing.
Little holes are now punched
in the cellophane wrapper to allow
packaged
tomatoes
to
"breathe" and prevent spoilage.
The highest federal grade of
turkey found in commercial
quantities is U. S. Grade A. This
grade of turkey is well-fleshed,
soft-meated, and tender, with a
breast almost free of pin feathers.
In 1946 the school lunch program reached more than 45 thousand schools and child care centers and approximately 6.7 million children in the United States.
To help produce more sugar in
1947, U. S. farmers are being
asked to plant an acreage of sugar beets about 15 percent above
that of last year.
Maine produced 43 percent of
the total 1946 production of certified seed potatoes—more than
any other state. The total was
approximately 18.2 m i l l i o n
bushels.
Late crop onions grown east
of the Mississippi are mostly of
the Yellow Globe type. This Is
a firm, long-keeping onion marketed after the first of the year.

i£ST
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By BODENHAMER

News From The Past

The Senior Class of Fredonia High School
will present

Look Who's Here
FRIDAY NIGHT, APRIL 4th
8:00 P.M.
Cast of Characters:
Billy McKinney

Estelle Winchell, his wife
VI

"Scratch" Stewart

Tommy Rotanah, a pal

Kenneth Harper
*

Grace Sterling, Tommy's

fiance

Jimmie, a delivery boy —

Dorothy Cash
„...

Irene Andrews, Estelle's friend . —
Rose Stanford, another friend
Sponsor: Jack Byrd

Prices: 25c and 35c

—

Louard Barnes
Mary Grace George
Kathleen Caraway

Chri
i Kiss Slati
the

IItthday Pi

Himi
i m#

Tailored to Perfection
f o r Y o u r N e w Spring* Suits
Broadcloth! Poplin! Oxford cloth! A whole
new group of your favorite white shirts at

CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m. "The
Risen Christ"
Youth Fellowship 6 p.m.
Evening Worship 7 p.m. "The
Revealed Christ".

unbelievably low prices.

Full cut for per-

fect fit and sanforized for safe washing.

QoMname^i
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

Mn
' - to 5:30 ]

L. W. BODENHAMER. /*<!*.

Phone 111

Rural Mail Boxes

Bit Braces

Milk Strainers

Framing Squares

Flour Sifters

Auger Bits

Egg Whippers

Jack PlaneS

Percolators

Aluminum Levels

Chrome Tea Kettles

Carpenter Aprons

Aluminum Wash Pans

Hand Saws

Enamel Wash Pans

Polished Hammers

Cold Pack Canners

Field Seed

Household Scales

Seed Sowers

Foley Food Mills

Seed Potatoes

Mop Buckets

Onion Sets

Lawn Mowers

Harness

Roller Skates

Saddles and Bridles

Bicycles

Acme Paint

National Baby W e e k Brings

Special Values
Handsome English Type Coaches
It's been a long time since we could bring you
these finely made coaches, in black, navy and
grey. They have heavy rubber tires . . . chrome
plated hardware . . . leatherette upholstery of a
superior quality, and the latest safety devices
for your baby. Limited quantity.

Play Pens
Well made, in oak or
enamel finishes, t h e y
fold into a small space.

Cribs
Many styles, In white,
maple, pink or blue finishes, nicely decorated.

High Chair
Some are all wood . .
others leatherette upholstered. All are w e l l
made.

Bassinets
Of woven wicker, for
the very tiny baby. Easy
to move around.

— W e Have Nitrate Soda —
Buy With Confidence From

Forbes Hardware Co.

MORGAN'S

Princeton Furniture And Undertaking Co.

(Incorporated)

Tenth and Virginia St.
HOPKINSVILLE,
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BODENHAMER
CLEANERS

Mary Brown

Alice Bainbridge, Lyman's Aunt
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We Now Have
New Equipment
To Clean and
Block Hats

Shop at FORBES

Everybody reads The Leader!

I'

MOviS SIWI, JUST BETlBtD,
CuPUUNIMCr SHE WASMfT HER OWN
SVLPW M*W\0«E.

Merchandise

Edwin McElfatrick

the
moon»' w<

pjiofer-M

PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonvllle Road, Rev.
B. E. Glasgow, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Everybody welcome.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
As was anticipated, we had a
substantial increase at Sunday
School Sunday, and even a more
notable increase at morning worship service.
A candlelight communion service will be held at the church
at 7:30 o'clock Thursday evening. A place will be laid for
you, it should not be vacant.
The Easter Sunrise Service
will be held in the sanctuary
promptly at 6 o'clock. This service gives members and friends
of the church the opportunity
to participate in one of the finest
and most inspiring experiences
that comes to Christians as we
worship together. This service,
as all others held in the church,
is open to the entire city.
We are expecting 222 as an
average attendance during April.
Mr. Collips' sermon for Easter:
"A Life Worthy of Immortality".

thwj

New Sp

FOR SCARCE

Lyman Winchell, a husband

and was scattered a distaneTJ
20 feet. Mr. Brandon, ajJ
starting to cut the glass, stop^l
to get more tools when theTl
plosion occurred. The g]asi J
blown Into small p^.Ce», r J
larger than a thumb, all ov.
the place, it was reported.

now on
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At The Churches

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Ha tier. Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship

Save celery tops, chop them
fine, or dry them. Use them in
soups, stews, creamed vegetables,
dressing, meat, or vegetable
loaf.

PANTS

I

Burley ( lean-Up Sale
Louisville - W — A final
"clean-up" sale at Lexington
next Monday was the only remaining operation left today of
the 1946-47 Kentucky Burley tobacco sales season.

Young's Lumber Yard
Has Glum Explonion
Suited, shelled Spanish p, anu J
THE OGDEN MEMORIAL
A plate glass which Albert have been sold in penny vendl
METHODIST CHURCH
Brandon was cutting to make a ing machines for more than fori
J. Lester McGee, minister
windshield at Young's Lumber
Youth
Fellowship
E a s t e r Yard exploded Friday morning ty years.
Breakfast 7 a.m.
Church School Classes B;45 a.m.
Easter Morning Worship 10:50
a.m. Sermon by the Pastor. Special Easter music by the Vested
Children's Chorus and the Young
Women's Chorus Choir. The Infant Christening and Baptismal
service will conclude the service.
Rendition of the Easter Cantata "Easter Angels" by the Young
Women's Chorus Choir at 4 p.m.
The entire community is Invited
to atteifd the Cantata.

Princeton Lumber Co.
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Emerson Radio
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Bridge Luncheons Are
Planned At Country Club

ielled Spanish p^,
sold
In penny v
ea for more than

transacting

SAYS HE KILLED MUSSOLINI
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The Leader
Congratulates

Plans are
being
made for
weekly bridge games as entertainment of lady member* of
the Princeton Country Club, it
is announced this week. Dates
set for the first games are April
10 and
April 24.
Thereafter
games will depend on what majority of the ladies want to do.
Persons eligible to, attend are
asked to call Mra. Billy McElemerald roy, 493, not later, than 6 o'clock
Wednesday night preceding the
party.
Lunch will be served
through facilities of the club,
and a prize will be given for
each table.

Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Walked,
Carmi, 111., on the birth of a
daughter, Judith Marie, March
15, at Our Lady Of Mercy Hospital, Morganfield.
•

•

•

Mr.
and Mrs.
Pollard
S.
Thompson, Route 2, on the birth
of a daughter, Opal Gertrude,
March 20, at Princeton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Warren
Lamb, Mitchell street, on the
birth of a son, March 19, at
Princeton Hospital. He has been
named Ronnie Dale.
Mr. and Mrs. John Burnett
Pilaut, Henrietta Apts., on the
birth of a daughter, Karen Ann,
at Princeton Hospital, March 23.

Walter Audisio (above), self-proclaimed executioner of Benito Mussolini, emphasizes a point in his address at Rome (March
30) where he told a Communist-sponsored mass meeting that he
killed the Italian dictator with a burst of sub-machine gun fire
at Bongo April 28, 1945. An underground fighter, Audisio then
was known as "Col. Valerjo." (AP Wirephoto via radio from
Rome)

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen
Peters, Route 2, on the birth of
a daughter, March 23, at Princeton Hospital. She has been named Elizabeth Kaye.

P j e M j o t t a U
Miss Sarah Goodwin returned
to New Albany, Ind., Sunday
after a week's stay with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Goodwin,
Hopkinsville
street.
Miss Goodwin was ill of a throat
infection while here.

Yours alone 'cause it has your name handpainted all over in two bright colors! It washes like a dream.
Beautifully tailored in luxurious white rayon crepe with your
own name or any other name you choose, hand-painted
In your choice of red and green, royal blue and fuchsia or
green and brown. Sizes 10 to 18.
f / o < « your ord«r and
two wok§

lection
ing Suits
•th! A

for

8.95
allow

Mhiry.

Princeton's Finest Department Store'

whole

lite shirts at
|cut f o r pere

Joyce, R. M. Oliver and Hugh
Blackburn were in Evansville,
Tuesday.

washing.

Wo man's Club To
Install New President

1947
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New Spring collection of Dresses and Blouses
now on display at my home —
Available in Pure Silk Prints, Shantungs
and Crepes,- Fine Cottons and Novelty Fabrics.
M r s .

J .

D .

S t e p h e n s

506 Washington
' to 5:30 P.M.

Mrs. Mary Pfeiffer will return
to Louisville Friday after a twoweeks' visit to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Day, Hopkinsville street.
The Days will accompany Mrs.
Pfieffer home, enroute to New
Albany, Ind., where they will
visit relatives. Mr. Day plans to
return home Monday, while Mrs.
Day will remain for a longer
visit.

St.

Evenings by Appointment

Mrs. Fsank Wylie will be
hostess to members of the Woman's Club at the George Coon
Library Friday night, April 4,
at 7:30 o'clock, it was announced
Tuesday by Mrs. Sam Jones,
secretary.
Mrs. Earl Adams will be installed as the club's new president,
succeeding Mrs. Harold
Wilson.
Other officers, reelected at a
recent meeting, were Mrs. Thomas McConnell, first vice-president; Mrs. Warren S. Catlett,
second vice-president, and Mrs.
R. D. Farmer, auditor.

Warren Jackson, student at
Purdue University,
Lafayette,
Ind., will arrive this weekend
for a visit to Miss Sarah Goodwin at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Goodwin,
Hopkinsville street.
Spot removal can be done safely at home with a nonflammable
solvent; send big jobs to commercial cleaners to avoid risk of
solvent illness and fire hazard.

THE SHOES YOU'LL CHOOSE FOR

>»u

w i a r

—because your ankles look
so slim, s o exciting, in these

Shown in Red Calf

S p r i n g t i m e Paradise f a s h -

and Black Patent

>ons. You've seen them in
many of your favorite magazines—now come in and try
them on here.

Shown in

Hear the fresh young voices of our community's

Black

little sons, singing the glorious hymns of Easter-

Calf.

Princeton Shoe Go
FINE S H O E S FITTED BY X-RAY

tide.

"Fine Shoes

Fitted

by

X-Ray"

Princeton Shoe Co
'

\
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The Frozen North
Begins To Soften
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By Vern Huuglund
Washington—An authority on
cold climates says the frozen
North appears to be softening-up,
so much so that in some areas
engineers are attempting to insulate against the heat.
Robert F. Black of the U. S.
Geological Survey said in an interview:
"In some sections of Alaska,
particularly in the Fairbanks
area, there is evidence that the
'relic permafrost'—the permanent
layer of frozen earth— is being
destroyed."
In certain localities north of
Fairbanks, Black said, She permafrost Is increasing slightly—
the frigid ridges are becoming
even more rigid.
"But generally speaking," he
said, "the permafrost is diminishing. It's apparently part of
the trend toward a generally
warmer climate in the North
American continent in recent
years. Even in Washington we
don't have the cold winters we
used to."
Black, formerly of Norwalk,
Ohio, studied geology at Wooster
College, Syracuse
University,
California Institute of Technology and Johns Hopkins University. He is in charge of permafrost research for the geological
survey.
The survey inaugurated its
permafrost studies in 1944. Army
engineers are builders of miliitary installations in Alaska and
the Aleutians had begun to discover how little they knew of
the composition and behavior of
frozen earth.
Black headed three field parties last year. They explored the
Yukon River area near the
mouth of the Koyukuk River,
inland from the Seward Peninsula, and also surveyed inside the
Arctic Circle, north of the Books
Range, in the Meade River sector to the coastal plain that faces
Apon the Arctic Ocean.
Next summer they will continue their study of permafrost
distribution—and their effort to
determine its composit n and
find out what is hp
to it
—in the Fairbar'.
. \ and
along highways .
interior.
Melting of the
. mafrost has
caused the collapse of sections
of the Alaska Railroad, parts of
the 1,520-mile Alaska highway
from Dawson Creek, B. C., to
Fairbanks, and parts of the 470mile Richardson highway from
Fairbanks to Valdez and its
branches to Circle and Livengood.
When Army engineers had to
re-locate almost 500 miles of the
Alcan highway in 1943, the
year after it had been built, permafrost action was blamed for
a part of the damage.
"In the space of 25 years
at Fairbanks," said Black, "the
frozen sub-surface in the airfield area has receded 25 or 30
feet—evidence that permafrost
can be destroyed very easily by
disturbance of natural cover."

insulating mats. The ground under and near Fairbanks airdrome has been insulated in part
with layers of concrete, gravel,
moss and spruce boughs to protect the permafrost.
Highways also are being insulated in tome areas. Black
said there is no permafrost in the
areas around Anchorage, Valdez
and Cordova, and only a very
small amount in the Matanuska
Valley, north of Anchorage.
Southern Alaska's permafrost begins immediately beyond the
coastal range and is 100 to 15Q
feet deep inland at Gulkana.
In some Alaskan areas, said
Black, permafrost extends to a
depth of 900 feet. In Siberia it is
reported to extend 3,000 feet.
A freak of nature, and a constant source of trouble in the
northland, is the tendency of
water to accumulate above the
permafrost level, but below a
surface layer of ice. The tremendous hydrostatic pressure thus
caused forces the earth upward
in great mounds and creates
areas of leaning trees, or "drunken forests."
"The permafrost problem is
closely linked to the problem of
Alaska's water supply," Black
said.
"Fairbanks in particular has a
serious water shortage the year
around, due to permafrost.
"Wells must be drilled more
than 100 feet through the ice
and frozen earth to reach satisfactory water.
*'A study of permafrost distribution well may lead to sources of better and more easily obtainable water."

There Is No Excuse For A Telephone Strike
And We Are Trying Hard To Avoid One
Negotiations With The Union Have Been Going O n Since February 17. They A r e Still Proceeding A n d
Your Telephone Company Has Hopes Th.t A n Agreement Can Be Reachcd That Will Be Fair To Everybody.

We believe most people would ugree that these are good

The Southern Bell Telephone Company believes that its employees should be well paid, and that their wages should compare

wages.

favorably with those paid by other concerns in the community for

vantages in working for the Telephone Company, including pen-

work requiring similar skill and equivalent training.

To make

sions (with full cost paid by the Company), sickness and death

sure that this policy is carried out, we are continuously comparing

benefits, attractive working conditions, holidays with pay, and

our wages with other wages.

vacations with pay of one, two or three weeks, depending on

In the present negotiations with the union, we have offered
a renewal of our present liberal contract, but the union insists upon
unreasonably large wage increases.

WAGE RATE INCREASES IN 1945 AND 1946
AMOUNTED TO APPROXIMATELY
26 MILLION DOLLARS
Telephone employees' wage rates are now the highest in
history. They have been increased 75 percent since January,
1941. The largest increases have been in recent years, and only
last year and in 1945, wage increases granted added approximately 26 million dollars to the annual pay of our employees.
These are increases in wage rates and are in addition to
millions of dollars in regularly scheduled raises given our employees.
This is an important point to remember in any discussion of
telephone wages.
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UNION DEMANDS TOTAL $69,000,000 A YEAR
TfflS IS EQUAL TO AN INCREASE OF $3.30
A MONTH IN THE AVERAGE TELEPHONE BILL
The demands of the union on wages arid other matters
would increase the cost of providing telephone service by about
$69,000,000 a year. This comes to 70 percent of the Company's
wage payments in 1946. It is more than 6 times our net income
in 1946. It would make our payroll alone over 2 million dollars
more than the total of all the money we took in last year.
In terms of the average telephone bill, it amounts to about
$3.30 per month for every one of a little more than 1,731,000
telephone subscribers, and it is the telephone user, after all, who
pays us the money that we pay out in wages. Wages that are
too low are not fair to the employees — who do the work. Wages
that are too high are not fair to the public — who buy the service.

Too <

These regular raises have been an advantage to telephone
employees for many years.
Under our present contract, thousands of our employees
receive wage increases as often as every three months. Other
thousands receive increases every six months or every year.

HERE ARE SOME .TYPICAL
RATES OF PAY

Rangoon, Burma—(IP)—Police
Commissioner F. F. Wemyss recently issued an order that no
information concerning police activity should be released to the
press except through his police
publicity officer, who would be
available for one hour every
day from noon to 1 p. m.
The order boomeranged. The
following day four Rangoon
newspapers published stories that
Wemyss—who was and is very'
much alive and well—had committed suicide. Beneath the report the papers carried a note
explaining that Wemyss' own order prevented them from checking on the accuracy of the report.

A five-day, 40-hour week is the basic work period. Nonsupervisory employees, such as operators, linemen, installers and
repairmen receive overtime pay for work beyond eight hours a
day, 4.0 hours a week, and also receive premium pay for Sunday,
holiday and evening and night work.
The following table shows some of the present wages paid,
according to the size of the telephone exchange

LARGE EXCHANGES
Starting
Rate
Operator
Installer - Repairman
Stenographer ...77.

Now Available

$27
$28
$125

to
to
to

Top
Rate
$39 per week
$62 per week
$190 per month

MEDIUM EXCHANGES
Starting
Rate

ELECTRIC IRONS

SUNBEAM — AMERICAN BEAUTY
PROCTOR NEVERLIFT

Operator
Installer - Repairman
Stenographer

AUTOMATIC TOASTERS
PROCTOR "POP-UP" TYPE

$25
$27
$120

to
to
to

Top
Rate
$35 per week
$58 per week
$180 per month

SMALL EXCHANGES

T A B L E M O D E L RADIOS

Starting
Rate
J|

Operator
Installer - Repairman
Stenographer

Top
Rate

$22
to
$31 per week
$27
to
$56 per week
Not usually needed

(These rates do not include premium pay mentioned above)

FURTHER INCREASES IN WAGES WOULD NECESSITATE ADDITIONAL INCREASES IN OUR RATES
We earnestly desire to go as far as possible in meeting the
wishes of our employees and the union. But their demands must
be practical and realistic. The earnings of the Company are such
thaf^ve are now appearing before the public service commissions
throughout the southeast asking for increases in rates to help meet
the cost of wage increases granted last year.
Should present
negotiations result in large wage increases, we must immediately
seek additional telephone rate increases to meet the increase in
expenses. It is with this in mind that we are proceeding in our
present negotiations with the union.

AN OBLIGATION TO THE PUBLIC WELFARE
The Telephone Company is asking union leadership to recognize the obligation of all of us to you — the public. W e are
pointing out to the union in our meetings that only by rendering
a constantly improved service in the most efficient manner possible
can the employees, the union, and the management continue to
deserve your good will. W e must not disregard the welfare of
the public, either in our charge for service or the quality and continuity of the service we render.
•
In view of the facts presented here, there does not seem to
be justification for a complete revision of our working practices
as requested by the union, nor for such large wage demands.
Consequently we have offered the union a year's renewal of the
present liberal contract, but with the right to re-open the matter
of wages at a time when changes in conditions may justify. We
sincerely hope the union \gill accept this offer.

%

We want to keep our employees happy about their wages
and their jobs. We want to keep you pleased with your telephone
rates and service. And, we want to keep our investors satisfied
about the money they have put in the telephone business. For
it takes all three — telephone user — worker and investor — to
keep this business going.
A telephone strike would be such a serious thing for you,
for telephone employees, and for the Telephone Company that
everything possible is being done to prevent it. There is no excuse for a telephone strike.
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Press G a g Boomerangs
With Rumors Unbridled

ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED
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While 15 percent fewer turkeys were raised in Kentucky
last year than in 1945, there is
eyidence that producing the big
birds has become a profitable
farm enterprise, says the UK
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics.
Flocks are tending to become
larger, with' many of them ranging from 200 to 500 birds. One
grower last year produced 18,000 turkeys and another 7,500
while there were many flocks
of 500 to 1,000 birds in Clark,
Fayette,
Harrison,
Pendleton,
Madison, Daviess, Hancock and
McLean counties.
Farmers who produced approved hatching eggs made good
profits. Jacob Woods of Warren county made $2,000, or 32
cents an egg, on hatching eggs
during 11 weeks beginning April
13, 1946.

E L E C T R I C BROILERS
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Larger Flocks Seen
In Turkey Raising

Telechron Electric Clocks
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On the other hand, permafrost
can be retained by insulation—
as the Russians learned long
ago. The Russian practice, in
building on frozen ground, is to
sink piles in holes "bored" by
steam jets. The piles are wrapped in greased tarpaper so that
the freezing or thawing topsoil
will not give to them or force
them out of line.
Army engineers, discovering
that the barest trickle of warmth turns Alaskan earth into jelly
and causes foundations to sink or
The first clipper ship was deslide, have taken to the use of signed in 1843.
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Work Begins On U* K* Fieldhouse

I -The prayer is an expression
I , the needs we all feel,!' he
Lys, adding that as far as he
Knows there is no "directive"
Kor what the prayer should be.
I The

chaplain's

job,

On

the

Lther hand, set off the first political debate in the Senate last

January.

• The Republicans had used
Iheir newly-won power to force
L change and elected Dr. Marshall, pastor of the New York
Iwenue Presbyterian church in
•Washington. He was chosen by
toice vote divided on party lines.
I Democratic leader Barkley, af|er attempting to win reelection
Kf the outgoing chaplain, Dr.
•Trederick Brown Harris, declared the chaplain's office "should
i>e above politics."
| The chaplain was born in
Coatbridge, Scotland, and speaks
kith a soft and entrancing
rburr." He says he is not disappointed at the small number of
Senators present to bow their
leads as he delivers the prayers
lefore the Senate roll calL
I "I know what keeps them
•way," he says, explaining he

PREDICTS RUSSIAN ASSAULT—Former Ambassador William
C. Bullitt tells the House un-American activities committee that
the communist 'party is a Soviet agency designed to weaken
America "for the ultimate assault the Soviet government intends
to make on the United States." Bullitt's daughter, Anne, is seated
at left. (AP Wirephoto)
knows how so many get tied up
in committee meetings before
the high noon convening of congress.
"They know they are being
prayed for, not only in the Senate, but by the whole people."
Dr. Marshall says he feels it is
possible to find God's will in every specific question and that
while we talk about America as
being "God's own country" we

SUPPORT
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ELASTIC HOSIERY

Comfort, uniform pressure end longweer
cee to obtained only from Elestlc Hosiery that l« scientifically constructed
from fresh, live rubber and tha best
qeelitr of silk and linen materials.
Cvery piece ef Elastic Hosiery sold III
our stores Is manufacJH^S
hired especially for us,
V
under eur ewe meclfica1 >/
tlons. and carries our
X ^ I
Guarantee ot quality and
f p3f>T\
satisfactory service.
I
fc?
Our complete stock
I t .
f r t Seamless or Seemed HolKTTX\ si err consists of: Anklets,
I lyi %
Knee C a p s Ugfllnos aivd
U ^ i i ^ l I Garter Stockings, etc.. In
K v 'he different grades of
1*31
re)
silk and lino*.
Esperll |
I
l v »need fitters always on
\1 f V _ /
duty. Ne charge for conOS" "
I
sulfation
sid
fittings.
\ V A -A
Seasonable prices.
)
ELASTIC HOSIERY
(SA I J
NON-SKID SPOT PAD
WRVL
TRUSSES
AIOOMINAL
SUPPORTERS
SHOULDER (RACES

Give yourself a

about
11,000

II, who
at are
Wages
ervice.

cold wave permanent
rou can treat yourself to a perfect, soft,
natural looking permanent wave—done at
home — in three hours or less—with the
simple, ready-to-use C R O W N I N G
GLORY Cold Wave Permanent Solutions.
Safe for

Children's

Hair,

•imP|*
__
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Drug Specials
1 PT. MILK O F MAGNESIA
5 LBS. EPSOM SALTS U.S.P
100 ASPIRIN TABLETS
1 QT. LIQUID PETROLATUM
600 ORA -- DENTURE CLEANER
% OZ. ANALGESIC BALM
600 PRUNLAX
FOUNTAIN SYRINGES

(plus t a x )

When

McKESSON'S BEXEL

$1.50 to $5 '
In G i f t Boxes

Fresh

I BATH

mmmamm

Shipment of

McKESSON'S

PANGBURNS

STICKINESS

ALBATUM

McKESSON'S

CHASE

WITHOUT

SOFTENS LIKE A

McKESSON'S

NORRIS

HMD CREAM

•

Pepto-Bismol

Candies

L/Ql/ID

DRIES FAST

Stomach
rWke

Southern

COLGATE

•

Your

Is UPSET

SMOKE A DR. GRABOW PIPE
FOR C O O L SMOKING
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ought to begin doing what God
wants us to do.
In his prayer before the Senate the day I met him Dr. Marshall asked God to "help us to
cultivate proper speech."
"Surrounded as we are in this
city with noble inscriptions of
the plain, stirring words of wise
men, may we say what we mean
and mean what we say," he
prayed.

"Everything," wrote Alexander
Smith, philosopher and poet, a
century ago, "is sweetened by
risk." Smith said a real mouthful. We begin taking risks at
the age of four and continue
until the undertaker puts us
away for keeps. A small boy
will climb a tree and get on a
fragile limb. A man of eighty
will gamble in the stock market. If farmers were not gluttons for risks there wouldn't be
any food to keep the human
race alive. But the philosopher
lived before motor vehicles were
even dreamed of. If he were
alive today and could read how
tens of thousands of people are
killed annually in preventable
highway accidents, how hundred of thousands make trails
of blood to emergency hospitals,
he might write in a different
vein.
Last week I promised more
information about the recommendations of Governor Willis'
Sub-Committee on Motor Vehicle Administration, and I might
have said one of the best parts
of it Was held over.
Much has been said about defective cars and trucks. All of
it true. But the most frequent
cause of accidents is bad driving, and the Sub-Committee suggests remedies that, while in
force in some other states, are
revolutionary in Kentucky.
Good eyesight should be 1m-

Most land needs Jiberal applications of fertilizer to produce
big yields of good tobacco, according to a leaflet of the Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, called "Fertilizing Burley Tobacco."
Outside the Bluegrass region
nearly all land needs a fertilizer
containing phosphorus. Most fertile land that has been heavily
manured grows good tobacco
without use of potash, anywhere
When local residents visit the campus of Kentucky'* state university at Lexington In 1040 they should find in the state. Most other land
plenty of room to meet tn convention or to view athletic teams in action If the present schedule for construction needs potash in some form.
of the University of Kentucky's new Memorial Audltorlum-Fleldhouse la followed. The huge structure will aeat
12,000 persona and will have, as one of Its unusual features, adjustabletemporarywalls allowing the creation of
Where a fertile field of sod
auditoriums of various sizes. Contracts for preliminary construction have been awarded and ground Is expected is turned for tobacco, or where
(0 be broken In ApclL
legumes have been grown, or
where 10 tons or more of maperative for everybody getting other structural defect or limiHens Profits $4.49
nure have been applied to the
a driver's license. There are no tation, as well as mental, neracre, it is probable that no adstatistics on accidents caused by vous, organic or functional dis- Where Records Kept
Where flock records were ditional nitrogen is needed. Less
subnormal vision, but the rate ease.
must be high. Visual acuity,
Every applicant for a driver's kept in 28 Kentucky counties fertile land needs nitrogen.
On moderately productive soil
either without glasses or coi'- license would have to demon- last year, hens returned an averrection with glasses, should be strate his or her ability to drive age of $4.49 above cash expen- at the Experiment Station at
ses, according to a summary of Lexington, nitrogen applications
at least 20-40 in one eye, and with reasonable safety.
20-100 in the other eye, and
There is a little catch, how- records issued by the State Col- increased the yield of Burley six
form field of not less than 45 ever, in the recommendations, lege of Agriculture and Home pounds for each pound of nitrogen used. Fifty pounds added
degrees in all meridians from They stress the foregoing rules Economics.
The best month was May, 300 pounds of tobacco.
the point of fixation. Also abili- only for commercial motor vehiWhere nitrogen, phosphorus
ty to distinguish red, green and cle drivers. Why they don't go when profits averaged nearly 59
yellow.
as far as laws already in the cents. The average profit in and potassium are all needed,
Next in importance is adequate statutes of other states, is not April was more than 50 cents use of a high-grade mixed ferhearing. People too deaf to hear explained. A model traffic law a hen, and in March a little over tilizer is advised in the leaflet.
The tag on the bag shows the
a horn blow alongside them are can be drawn and passed by the 45 cents.
Average egg production a hen, plant food in the fertilizer.
driving cars all over Kentucky next General Assembly. The
Farmers are warned to be
and endangering other people's best material from the traffic for 12 months, was 196. Gross
lives and their own every day. laws of other states can be em- income averaged $8.69, and feed sure fertilizer does not come in
The model set of laws recom- bodied in a Kentucky statute, and other expenses averaged contact with tobacco plant roots,
when applying it along rows.
mended would deny licenses to Why not go all the states one $4.20.
They also are warned not to
persons addicted to alcohol or better by enacting the best set
There are more than 640,000 over-lime land to be used for
narcotics. And to persons minus of traffic regulations adopted
a foot, leg, hand or arm, or any thus far by any Commonwealth? species of insects in the world. Burley tobacco.

Chest Rub
for colds

SORETONE

Aids the rtliej of
sere muscles and
Athlete's Foot.
Developea in a
famous laboratory.

CREAM

2 oz. size 23*
3 oz. size 4 7 *
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COLDS

McKESSON'S

FOR A FRESH COMPLEXION

McKESSON'S

Suede-like and fragrant DuBarry Face
: Powder is of medium texture ; ; I
widely popular because it gendy clings
to a dry skin . . . will not cake on an

^ S ^ A

oily akin...by Richard lJiidnut.. *'2.

0

DYNA-CAPS

Your capsule and tablet prescription* should be protected
f r o m « i r and moisture. We insure this protection by filling all
such prescriptions in air tight
Emerald Green puraglas vials.

Mr

$

1.98

$2.00 Cheramy hand
lotion
•. $1.00
500 Sooth skin
lotion

irritations,

chapped hands

and

1 pt. Smaer 62

$1.00

1 lb. sodium flouride .. $1.00
6 lb. Pratts animal
regulator

$1.00

490

1 % lb. Pratts C-KA-GENE 500

500 Nyad almond
lotion
290

4 oz. dog expectorant $1.00

500 Soy Bean oil
shampoo

DRUGS

Phone 610

390

Roup or
'/Bronchitis
(Hit Your Flock
SPRAYR Inhalant

For relieving itching,
skin

When Colds

& RUSSELL'S

Two different types ef
capsules in each package.
69*

$1.60 Fitch Shampoo
and Tonic
990
eir wages

AND

The famous laboratories of McKesson A Robbins have created
a number of trustworthy, highly
efficient cough and cold prepDAROL
arations. Don't wait until you
catch a cold! Get what you need
now for yoor medicine chest.
SYRUP for C0U6HS
for Hoorwotii""
Harsh cud TicklingLow prices!

AMERICAN SOLDIERS

p to rec-

COUGHS

When Colds, Roup or Bronchitis start in your brood of
chicks or your flock of layers
they SPREAD FAST and should
not bs allowed to go untreated
for even a few hours as losses
can run vary high in a short
time.
Keep a bottle of Russell's
Spray Inhalant on hand at all
times for instant use as an aid
in relieving the distress of colds
or labored breathing. It's a
soothing and cleansing medication for the nostrils, mouth,
eyes, throat and lungs when inhaled.
Russell's SprayR Inhalant contains such pleasant relief agents
as Oil of Eucalyptus, Camphor,
Menthol, Creosote and Oil of
Pins. Packed in 6 sizes. % Pint,
66c; H Pint, fl.00; Pint, $1.76;
Quart, 18.26; *4-Gallon, $8.26;
Gallon, |12.00.

Wood Drug Store

h

Coughs
CQC
Bottle Oil*
IKV

OerofO«Wee(10S)4»e

McKESSON'S
^mm

AQUA-DRIN

S L
NOSE DROPS
fq^Ddei)
Tn nf*frn

RELIEVE COLD
MISERY!
Grove's

COLO
TABLETS >

WESTERN UNION

Phone Oil

Thurtdoy, April 3, 194;
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teries for oars and trucks
Hodge Motor Sales, W. Main
St. Phone 87.
ltc

GETS 'NEW SON' FROM HOLLAND

FOR SALE: Good Home Comfort
Wood Range. Mrs. Hyland Mit- MONUMENTS: John Davis and ACT NOW to aecure the county *
Son. Phone M.
tfo
moat profitable buaineaa one
chell, Route 83tp
man can operate. Write Dept.
CORN — If you have corn to FIR PLYWOOD — Just unloadR, 223 E. Douglas St., Bloomed a quantity of V»". %", V ,
sell, call Watson Feed Store.
Ington, Illinois. <
2tc
V , and
fir plywood. Also
Phone 287.
3tc
have some 8/19" fir plyscore, WANTED: Secretary; must be
LOST — Man's Seeland wrist
able to specialize in shorthand
snd some
fir Weldtex. Stewatch, yellow gold extension
ger Lumber Co., Phone 817-J.
and typing. Write Box 829.
band; $10 reward. Return to
ltc
Dewey Ladd, Princeton post
FOR SALE—Combined garage
office.
ltp
and three room apartment.
ATTENTION PLEASE! SomeAlso one extra building lot,
where in this area there lives
nice location. Call 396-J.
ltp
an individual who has character, is ambitious, and sensible,
and who desires a peacetime
profitable business of his own.
This is his opportunity. Write
Department R, 223 E. Douglas
Street, Bloomington, Illinois.
2tc

Eight Teams Participate
In Basketball Tourney;
Juniors Runners-Up
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The Senior Cardinals defeated
the Junior Falcons Friday, Mar
27, 26-21, to win the Butler
High intramural basketball tournament, last week in the high
school gymnasium.
The Sophomore Bears defeated the Eighth Grade Eagles,
14-10, and the Junior Falcons
defeated the Freshman Wildcats,
13-2, March 24. ^arch 25, the
Eighth Grade Panthers defeated
the Seventh Grade Orioles, 11-8,
and the Senior Cardinals defeated the Freshman Tigers by a
score of 18-9.
The Senior Cardinals defeated the Eighth Grade Panthers,
32-31, and the Junior Falcons defeated the Sophomore Bears, 2215, Wednesday to enter the
championship game.
Referees were: Houston Hatler, Bill Rowland and Philip
Johnston.
Coaches were: Seventh grade
Panthers, Doug Skinner; Eighth
grade Eagles, Joe Guess; Eighth
grade Panthers, Billy Cartwright;
Freshman Wildcats, Ken Barrett; Freshman Tigers, Fred
Taylor; Sophomore Bears, Haydon Gilkey; Junior Falcons, Don
Morgan; Senior Cardinals, Jim
Franklin.

Clements Says
Power 'No Issue

a Warm Morning heater; all
good aa new. John R. Perry,
Princeton, Route 1.

WINDOWS—Just received some
7x7, 8x10, 10x12, 4 light and
8x10 6 light plain rail windows. Still have some sizes of
3 strip top and twelve light
check rail sash. Steger Lumber Co., Phone 517-J.
ltc

Hans Kloosterman (left), 22, who arrived at Cannonsville,
N. Y. (March 29) from Andega, Netherlands, to take the place
of Stephen Peter Judd, U. S. Army flier killed in Holland, joins
Stephen's mother in looking at a picture of the war victim. Hans,
who helped care for Stephen when his plane crashed, corresponded with the Judds and was invited to live on the Judd farm.
(AP Wirephoto)

Assessing Property Is
Called Job For Experts

MALE HELP WANTED—Reliable man with car wanted to
call on farmers in Caldwell
county. Wonderful opportunity.
$15 to $20 in a day. No experience or capital required.
Permanent. Write today. McNESS COMPANY,
Dept. A,
Freeport, 111.
2tp
WHEN YOU BUY Stark fruit
trees and shrubbery you are
sure of the best. Now is the
time to order for spring planting. See or call L. W. Guess.
I'll be glad to handle your
order. Phone 3305, Crider,
Ky.
tfc

years was "scarcely bearable,"
ESPECIALLY — JOINER'S Evhe said, adding that now it's
eready, Ray-O-Vac, A-B batworse.
tery packs $6.25; flashlight
batteries 2 for 15c; 8" Black
Local governments' must imDiamond files 25c.
2tc
prove their assessments of property to bring in more revenue, FOR SALE: Rubber tired, wagHoward said, describing the proons—from $75 to $125; twoperty tax in Kentucky as "a
wheel trailers from
$50 to
long history of inequity."
$100. Two motorcycles,
one
He said the assessing func1940 Harley-Davidson 74; one
tion is technical and requires
1939 Indian Chief, 74; three
specialized knowledge. Howard
Model A Fords in good shape;
stated: "There isn't a single
one pick-up. Two are 2-doors.
One 270 amps, gas drum eleccounty tax commissioner in
tric welder on wheels for sale
Kentucky who is a properly
or trade. R. R. Sewell Garage,
trained and experienced appraisMaple Ave.
4tp
er of property, and I doubt if
any city assessor in Kentucky
WE HAVE a good supply of bat- j
is so qualified. Yet we expect
the assessors to value over a
million dollars worth of property
for hundreds of thousands of persons and businesses and do it
equitably. We are expecting too
much."
Proper assessment needs an
adequate system of land classification for the whole state,
land-value maps, individual records of every piece of property
and a manual of assessment instructions, he said. A manual is
being prepared now, for the
first time, by the revenue department, he added.

New modem 6-room suburban home; full-Hiz«d
concrete basement; furnace, stoker and blower.
One, 4-room dwelling.
One, 30x36 stock barn.
36 Acres of Farm Land.
(All in one unit)

Cummins Insurance Agency
Office over Wood Drug Store

!(ampai9n 1
jgj Children
D a y ; Offici
jessed Need

A New Shipment of Roller Skates
Regular $2.45 value

Everybody reads The Leader!

TYPEWRITERS
REPAIRED

This Week Only

includes " s p J

We also have a new shipment, direct from
Hollywood —

The New

—

k Morey, e s e c u i
•And", Mid

Guaranteed Service

[ l know the r a l

Proper service will add years of life to your typewriter.

And you'll be surprised at the difference^in

the machine after a good overhaul job.
Everything For The Office'
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'Boston

' Spring means new clothes

available . . . new colours, new styles, and new
ideas for men both young and old.

( • l o t Sldo of S q u a r e )
10S C o u r t S q u a r e , P r i n c e t o n
P h o . 470
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ii entirely, but

mean the finest men's wear

Princeton Shoe Co

treatments!

M M

#

hosiery mills. Sizes 8'/2 to IOV2.

I

* « d difficult

clothes at Frank Cayce Company

thoroughly tested by one of America's great

m

disorder

^ttoent of th<

all over the world . . . and new

bociQM they're skillfully knit and •

L4

of these.

Began to show

ensemble—Hamming Birds! Sheer yet strong»

J

Just the kind you've been looking for —

Your neighbor's cares

Leak Itln a million . . . feel Ilka e
million. lot our friendly, confidential tofvico holp yew solve your
financial problem! Whan yew noad
additional cash, phono or coma In.
Wo can holp you.

Mr J

Lne of the m o s t ]

Everybody reads The Leader!

T h e finishing touch for a smart

Lonsoring this 1
Utx with the Kd

b this week.

Highway Patrolman In
Hopkinsville Hospital
Albert Hagan, highway patrolman, is recovering from a serious operation at the > Jennie
Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville. He
expects to return home in about
three weeks.

NYLONS

[fear big p r o j e c t

[[Children Coral

ALL MAKES

Rev. J. Lester McGee, pastor of
Ogden Memorial M e t h o d i s t
Church, is engaged this week in
a revival at the Marion Methodist Church.
Mr. McGee will return to
Princeton for Easter services
Sunday but will go back Monday to the Marion Revival. Song
evangelist for the revival is the
nationally known singer, Clay
Milby, of Arkansas.
Rev. J. R. Noland, formerly
pastor of the local Methodist
Church, is minister of the Marion Church.
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Gordon Cayce Buys
All Stock In Store
He Made Outstanding

Believes Wages Paid
Compare Favorably
With Other Scales Here,
Spokesman Says

pproximately 50 percent of
county's $1,000 quota for the
Ituoky Society for Crippled
fclren in the Easter Seal
paign has been reached, Dr.
[Rosenthal, county chairman,
| this week.
ad weather last week slowed
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"Good wages for good workers,
and good service, are in the
public interest and the Telephone
Company
believes in paying
good wages," a spokesman for
the Southern Bell Company said
here Tuesday.
"The Company believes wages
paid
its employes should com• campaign," he added, "but
pare favorably with those paid
fclieve we will be able to
by other concerns in the comour q u o t a . "
munity for work requiring sim11. Williamson will help the
ilar skill and training. To make
men previously named in
sure that this policy is carried
|itmg business houses this
out, Southern Bell is continuously comparing its wages with
new program for aid to
other wages," he said.
Iren with cerebral palsy,
"Telephone wage rates have
includes "spastics," is one
been increasing right along. They
nr big projects the society
have increased 75 percent since
lonsoring this year, in coopJanuary, 1941, and only last year
fcn with the Kentucky Cripand in 1945, the wage rate inIChildren Commission, Mrs.
creases granted added approxiMorey, executive secretary,1 ^Dorothy Adams (left), 16, and Theodore Lee (right), 10, were mately $26 million to the anthis week.
married (March 27) at San Diego, Calif., in a "Gypsy" ceremony. nual pay of our employes.
|>d", said Mrs. Morey, "it Deputy District Attorney Richard Vaughn said the boy's parents
"Here are the facts regarding
the wages paid in two typical
e of the most urgent. Most, were charged with contributing to the delinquency of a minor.
job classifications in Princeton:
know the ravages of cere- (AP Wirephoto)
"Wages for the 40-hour work
| palsy. But we don't all
week are as follows: Operator,
it is perhaps the most disDemocrat Appointed
starting rate, $25 to top rate, $31
disorder that cripples
To Be Hopkins Judge
a week;
installer-repairman,
en. Nor do we realize how
( B y Associated Press)
starting rate, $27 to top rate, $56
treatments,
appliances,
Madisonville—O. M. Kington, a week.
pies and e x e r c i s e s are needa 55-year-old Democrat has been
All-Coach Luxury Train appointed by Governor Simeon "In addition, non-supervisory
| overcome the handicaps of
employes such as operators, lineI cases.
To Be Exhibited
Willis to be Hopkins County men and installer-repairmen, are
Jatment of these children is
judge.
Here April 18
paid overtime for time worked
| and difficult process. CereKington, who lists his occupa- over eight hours a day, or over
A postwar dream comes true!
alsied children are rarely T h e I l l i n o i s Central's long-prom- tion as farmer, also is owner of 40 hours a week, and also reentirely, but most of them i s e d C i t y o f N e w Orleans train strip coal-mining properties near ceive premium pay for Sunday^
helped enormously to ta g e t t i n g r e a d y t o r o l l ,
here, which he leases. He is in- holiday and night work.
g degrees of self-sufficienall-coach terested in livestock breeding
T h e n e w s t r e a mline
"Under latest union demands,
ime can be treated so they | i u x u r y day speedliner wiU make! and is past president of the wages for the 40-hour work week
jvntually normal lives of s t a t i o n s a l o n g a n d n e a r i t s c h i _ Western Kentucky Angus Cattle in this exchange would be as
and happy activity. But c a g 0 - N e w Orleans route begin- Association.
follows: operator, starting rate,
I cases it is a long and ex-j a p r e v i e w exhibition tour of 33
Several years ago he served $39 to top rate, $49 a week; in•e Job'
j ning Tuesday, April 15, and will as magistrate and was a mem- staller-repairman, starting rate
goal for this year is b e o n exhibition at Princeton ber of the Hopkins Fiscal Court. $42 to top rate $79 a week.
larger than last year's, A p r i l 1 9 i f r o m 8 t o 9 0 - c l 0 c k ^
"On a company-wide basis, the
osenthal said.
union's demands amount to an
the morning.
Mayfield Will Be
average weekly increase in basic
Christening
ceremonies and
Host
To
WKPA
Meet
wage rates of about $18 an empublic exhibitions will be held
The West
Kentucky
Press ploye.
April 24, in Chicago, and April
Association will hold its next
"In view of the facts, there
25, in New Orleans.
Regular operation between Chi quarterly meeting at the Hall seems to be no justification for
Hotel, Mayfield, April 12, it was such large wage demands on the
cago and New Orleans will begin
announced this week. Speaker part of the union. Consequently,
Sunday, April 27. The 921 miles
ity Attorney Cites
for the event will
be Terry the company has offered the unwill -be covered in 15 hours,
jlations For
Smith, well known humorist.
ion a year's renewal of the pres55 minutes, with departure and
Composed of newspapers with- ent contract, with the right to
^mercial Vehicles
arrival the same day and with
rding to the new truck 19 stops en route. Through cars in the First congressional dis- reopen the matter of wages at
trict, the association is organized a time when changes in condicommercial truck own- will furnish service to and from
to cope with press problems in tions may justify.
st have the name, ad- St. Louis and Louisville.
western Kentucky.
"The company's aim is to keep
?nd gross weight on each
Operation of the new train
L. C. Turner, Hickman County wages on a fair basis for both
lounty Attorney Clauscine will require two complete self Gazette, is president of the oremployes and telephone users.
|announced this week.
of equipment, one set leaving ganization and Judy Magee, La Wages that are too low are not
truck hauling livestock each terminal daily. These trains Center Weekly Advance, is secfair to the employes who do the
fre must h a v e " L i v e s t o c k " will each consist of six brand- retary.
work. Wages that are too high
on each side of the new luxurious coaches, a diner,
are not fair to the public who
be said.
a diner-lounge, a baggage-dorPeter the Great of Russia pay for telephone service," the
Baker said the word "Farm mitory car, a mail and express once worked in a Dutch shipyard. statement concluded.
j must appear on each side car and an
observation-barItruck, if the gross weight lounge.

Announcement was made today that the Cayce-Yost Company china, silver and crystal
department was purchased by
Gordon Cayce as of April 1,
who will continue operation of
the business under the name of
Gordon Cayce.
Mr. Cayce, who originated this
department a number of years
ago, is well-known throughout
the United States as having one
of the finest and most original
shops of this kind. The choice
of merchandise is unusually wide
and not often found in a town
the size of Hopkinsville. Many
persons
come to Hopkinsville
solely to visit this attractive
shop, and a wide following has
been built up dujing the years
of business.
Mr. Cayce announces that he
will continue the business along
the already
established lines,
English china, as well as American makes will be found in the
shop, together with well-known
brands of flat silver. In addition,
the large collection of English
silver will be augmented from
time to time with imports of
the finest quality. Other items
included lamps crystal, costume
jewelry, and decorative accessories.

. C. Speedliner
Will Roll Soon

:kers Must
iply With Law

|than 22,000

pounds,

laws are confusing, Mr. Fat Collection Jumps
*aid, and for that reason
Used fat collections in Ken[written Attorney General tucky totaled 141,019 pounds in
Dummit for additional February, an increase of more
tion.
than 4,000 pounds over January
person f a i l i n g to comply
collections, M. D. Royse, state
|»r law may be brought director of the Production and
the court and fined.
Marketing Administration, said
today.
production of watches
Everybody reads The Leader!
Boston in 1853.

Army Week Will
Be Observed Here

Sergeant Leiber To
Speak At Fredonia High
And Rotary Club

More than 8,000 speakers are
scheduled to enter Kentucky's
public schools to tell pupils about
the national defense program
during Army Week, April 7-12,
Henry J. Stites, State coordinator, announced this week.
Sgt. B. E. Lieber, recruiting
officer for this area, will speak
at Fredonia High School April
11 on Army Week. He will show
some films. Sergeant Lieber will
also speak at Marion High
School Aprill 1.
He will discuss "Army Week"
at the regular meeting of the
Rotary
Club,
April 8.
Sgt.
Lieber spoke at Butler High
March
20, concerning
Army
Week.

Princeton And
Whole State Hit
By Record Snow

>TX
:
/Fish Bait Pays More
Than Teaching School

Fall Was 6 Inches Here,
More Than A Foot
At Hopkinsville
And Madisonville

Winter played a return engagement
in
Kentucky
last
Thursday night exactly 10 years
to the day, March 27, 1937, of
one of the State's worst snow
storms.

v

Murray— (/P) —Mrs James
Overbey, president of • the
Calloway County Homemakers Club, says she made
more money selling fish
bait last year than she was
paid as a school teacher in
the past.
Mrs. Overbey ventured into
marketing business 2 years
ago, selling
watermelons,
Last year she added fishing
bait and rabbits.
With part of her profits
she purchased a deep freeze
unit and plans to sell frozen
rabbit meat this year.

Princeton got about 6 inches
of snow, most of which disappeared the following day, which V
—
i
was sunny. Business was at a
4,510 Died In Traffic
virtual standstill here Thursday
and Friday morning. Tempera- Accidents In 2 Months
Chicago, (AP) — The National
ture here fell to 2 degrees above
zero
early
Friday
morning, Safety Council announced MonA. M. Harvill, official weather- day that 4,510 persons were killed in traffic accidents in the
man, reported.
Although the storm wasn't ac- United States in January and
companied by as cold weather February, 17 percent fewer than
as the '37 blitz, all indications J in the first two months of 1946
point to a heavier fall than cov- and 19 percent fewer than the
same period in 1941.
ered the commonwealth on the
same March day 10 years ago. highways.
Heavy snow fell all day and
The storm poses the threat of
late into the night throughout a flood from subsequent thaws
Eastern Kentucky, measuring in in the mountains.
depths of 10 to 12 inches in lowMore than a foot of snow was
lands. The snow was reported to reported from Hopkinsville, Madbe much deeper in the mountain- isonville and adjacent areas in
ous regions around Harlan.
Western Kentucky and in the
Many highways were blocked mountain sections of Southeastand travel conditions were re- ern Kentucky. Henderson reported to be extremely hazard- ported 10 inches.
ous.
Several truck line operations
Orchids grow in profusion on
were suspended because of the the mountain slopes of Venedifficulty of getting trucks over zuela.

President Urges
Manufacturers To
Reduce Prices
Fears Wage Increase
Demands If Rise
Continues; Cites
Inflation Danger

Washington — President Truman has appealed for lower
prices, saying he hopes businessmen will see CHe handwriting on
the wall, inflationary dangers of
rising costs.
He suggested those manufacturers who have reduced prices
— he named Ford and International Harvester as examples—
have set a course which others
might well follow to the benefit of all.
The occasion for the President's remarks was the 100th
conference he has held since becoming President two years ago
next mortth. He covered foreign
matters as well, but devoted
much of the session to close-athome items. He said the press
had treated him fairly.
If prices continue to rise, he
said, there would be a renewed drive for wage hikes in a
process that could be endless.
Truman said he had been concerned for months about rising
prices and possible inflationary
consequences. Hie Council of
Economic Advisers is making a
survey and will report to him,
he added.
One of the reporters who
crowded his office asked what
(Please turn to page eight)

lASTER'S the
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Jaycees Defeat Butler
40-33 In Final Game
The Jaycee basketball
team
rang down the final curtain in
their season Monday night by
defeating
Butler
seniors and
coaches by a score of 40-33.
The Rockport five defeated the
Jaycees, 50-37, March 28. The
Jaycees defeated the Greenville
five, March 26, by a score of 4931, in a tournament played at
Owensboro.

GORDON CAYCE
formerly

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
(Hopkinsville)

Straw
Success

announces

m.

i

Y O U a r e welcome to
enter
a n y Church in
this
community
for Easter services, regardless
of your creed.

the

change in

name

and ownership

of

the

china, crystal and silver department and the
9ontinup.Uon of the business under the

same

management.

Show off your pretty broW
with one of the new off-the*
face bats I Sprinf colors.

CRYSTAL

Close-Out

DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES

Women's Spring

Mr. Cayce Will Be Assisted
—

wtmk
Mrs. W . W . Elliott

By—
•

Mrs. Mark McCarty

Mrs. Henry Smith
•

Ellen Lucas

2.98

LOVELY SELECTION at $4.98

SILVER
CHINA

denhamer's

And you'll look your dressiest in a colorful print or a lingerie-trimmed black!
Our rayon crepe fashions have the new
1947 look I Misses', women's sixes. J . 9 0

Joe Overton

SHOES

$400 pr.

Full run of sizes and colors to
choose from.

Don't wait.

Thursday, April 3, 194;
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Mechanized Farms Pose
New Problems for South

proximately the same,
Today there is little row-crop,
much grain, grazing, paituret
and livestock. Scattered over the
South are plants which dehydrate sweet potatoes for feed.
The South can't, for reasons of
climate, produce corn anywhere
near so economically as the Midwest, but it can produce sweet
potatoes bountifully and cheaply.
Grain sorghums and cover crops
too numerous to mention have
been introduced in the South in
recent years. Electricity was unknown on most farms a few
years ago. Today it's common.
As one illustration of the striking change that has come about,
the growing of one-variety cotton now adds millions of dollars
annually to the Income of farmers in each of the main cottongrowing states. It goes without
saying that in the future, specific varieties of cotton will be
used even to a greater extent
/or certain manufacturing requirements. T h e
one-variety
practice increases quality, just
as mechanization lowers cost of
cotton culture.
E. C. Westbrook, cotton specialist of the Georgia Agricultural Extension Service, estimates that the one-variety program in Georgia last year added
more than $15,000,000 to the income of cotton growers. There
are 241 one-variety communities
in 84 counties in Georgia. Onevariety growers averaged 275
pounds of lint cotton to the acre
last year compared with a state
average of 218.

How women and girls
may get wanted relief

Compare

from functional periodic

These prices on First Quality Paint —
Red Spot House Paint — $5 in 5 gal. lots

RED SPOT FLOOR ENAMEL

4

Cardul la ft liquid medicine which
many women 1*7 has brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and nervous (train of funcUonal periodic
distress. Here'a bow it mar help:
Taken like ft tonic.
It ahoold stimulate
appetite, aid dictation.* thus help build realstance for the "time"
^^
to come.
LOOKX
Started 3 dari beINTO \
lore "your Ume", It
t 2-waul ahould help relieve
help* I pain due to purely funcgga' y
Uonal perlodlo causes.
• a t r ^ T r y Cardul. If It helpe, youTl
SM\ be glad you did.

1

G a l l o n G a l l o n Quarts Pints Pints

RED SPOT 4-HR. ENAMEL $5

paio

$2.75
2.40

RED SPOT Enamel Undercoater 4

CARDUI

RED SPOT PERMALITE
RED SPOT LINOQUICK
RED SPOT SHELLAC
RED SPOT White Creosote

3.75

RED SPOT FLATWALL PAINT 3

Joiner's
Your Paint Store of Friendly Service

Spring Values

In South Carolina in the five
years prior to 1920 not more
than 10 percent of the cotton
was an inch or longer in staple.
Last year 92.2 percent was an
inch or longer. The longer the
staple, the more desirable the
cotton for many purposes. In
Mississippi a decade ago, 30.7
percent of cotton was shorter
than an inch. Today the percentage is less than 1 percent.
New varieties of cotton constantly are being developed. One
may be best suited for a particular area. It's easy for superior varieties to get mixed in the
ginning process or through crosspollenization in the fields. That's
why farmers of a community
voluntarily decide to plar.t a
single variety. Thus the strain
is kept pure and in addition
a local supply of pure planting
seed is available from year to
year.

rK ffi iwoUnders\*

' „ of Agr*

K *

RL thinp

Cm
Swodder»
How long is it since you last attended Church? No matter how
many Sundays you have missed,
don't deny yourself the delight of
Easter Services. Then you can
hear in word and song the glory
of His spirit.

CHILD CHANGES MOTHERS — Four-year-old Steve Jacobs
clings tearfully to his stepmother, Mrs. Mary Jacobs, 19, after a
judge ordered the child returned to his real mother, Mrs. Veronica Jacobs (right), 28, in a domestic relations court in Lam
Angeles (March 24). The real mother told the court her former
husband, Steve Jacobs, had taken the boy away from home and
she spent 15 months looking for him. (AP Wirephoto)

Philippines Plan
$40,000,000 Roads

Station Recommends
Cyanamid Fertilizer

Manila — </F) — Traffic on
highways leading out of Manila
has reached such proportions
that American engineers are
studying plans for building super-highways to handle the traffic flow.
Francis C. Turner, chief of the
United States Public Roads Administration bureau administerng
a $40,000,000 road and bridge
rehabilitation program to the
Filipino people, said that traffic
on the Manila North Road (highway No. 3, had reached 8,000
cars and trucks daily.
When the U. S. 37th division
and 1st Cavalry came down it
two years ago the road was deserted. Now constant traffic
jams and snarls can be remedied
only by widening the road to
four or more lanes, Turner said.

Calcium cyanamide (cyanamid) is a satisfactory nitrogen
fertilizer, says the Kentucky
Experiment Station, in reply to
inquiries. For row crops it is
recommended that it be applied
broadcast and disked in about
two weeks ahead of setting or
planting. It also can be broadcast before plowing and turned
under.
At the Experiment Station at
Lexington cyanamid has been
applied without injury to Burley plants at the rate of about
250 pounds to the acre. Application was made in bands on each
side of the row at the time the
plants were set, most of the fertilizer being placed about 3
inches deep and 5 inches from
the plants. It probably should
not be placed closer than 12
inches to the plants.
Cyanamid is considered good
top-dressing for pastures and
small grains at a rate of 200 to
300 pounds or less an acre. There
is less danger of injury from the
granulated form.

Everybody reads The Leader!

Chicago — (JP) — Policemen
Gus Gilzow and Herbert Rothstein went out to get a dog that
had been struck by a car. The
owner, Gale McMurdo, 6, pleaded for a chance to nurse the
mangled "Mopsy" back to health.
But it was a hopeless case. The
officers had to take it away
and destrqy it. The little girl
wept. The men didn't feel very
good either.
Two nights later they went
out to pick up a stray pup. The
cops looked at the dog; looked
at each other. They took the
pup to Gale.
"What would you do?" Gilzow says, and without waiting
for an answer, he adds: "She
calls the new dog 'Flopsy'."

OUR
PRESCRIPTION
DEPARTMENT

We have several good numbers of bed room suites
—good mahogany poster bed suites—walnut and solid
maple in both full bed and twin beds.
Living
taste.

room — breagfast suites — to suit

your

Yes, we also have in stock most all kinds of metal
and wood out-door furniture. Make your selection
now while we have a full stock of the above.

• Specialized equipment

PAV/8

FATMM/

nationally known

ground -- up in A-l condition plenty of water.

See these before they are gone

John E. Young
Insurance Agency
Princeton, Ky,

REGULAI

KEROSEI

J. I. Case Rubber Tire Wagon -- 5000 lb. cap.
J. I. Case 8-inch Hammer Mill
New Type tractor scraper 2-plow tractor size
Champion Outboard Motors 4.2 h.p.

Calcinator Disposal Unit — gas operated
Proctor never-lift Electric Irons and Pop-up Toasters

IS THE OHLY

TIRE THAT
BEARS A PEFINITE, WRITTEN
10-MONTH RR0-RATEP GUARANTEE/

•sizes
savinss

Welhave the above items in stock
and can give immediate delivery
Fertilizer will be very, very scarce as you already know
but we still have a limited amount of Vigoro.

• Factory-approved methods

Don't wait -- buy

it today.

• Genuine Ford Parts

We do not have any more made furniture to sell,
so see BROWN'S for the beat.

Brown Furniture Store

SERVICE

Funeral Directors
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Phone 666 or 467

Princeton, Ky

s fRVICE/

PtASTiC FRAME
SPACES.

* LOWEST KAT/S

LU6
WKEMtt
CADMIUM PWTCP
SOCK

IN T O W N /

Chambers - Moore
Western Auto Associate Stor
MOTORS
Home Owned and Operated by
JOE

r.

WILCOX

Princeton
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Philco Battery Sets in four and five tubes sizes
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• Ford-trained mechanics

-- electricity -- located on highway -- near Fr*

Philco Combination Radios and Record Players
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TO CARCASS WITHNATURAL RUBBER.!

See this sectional sofa in our store now—use it
in several different positions.

Four-room dwelling; 38 acres good land

Philco Cabinet Radios
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• We are justly proud of our prescription department and cordially
invite you to inspect it. Only registered pharmacists compound prescriptions, and only thefinestchemicals, pharmaceuticals, and biologicals are used. Visit us and become
better acquainted with our service.
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Certain sloths eat all the time
because they eat so slowly that
before they finish one meal
they're hungry again for the
next.
The word India is a Greek
corruption of the Sanskrit word
meaning river.
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c/ence <urrers
Vonder Plants
By Robert E. Geiger
(AP NcwtfMturu)

Leltsville, Md. — The U. S.
Kpnrtment of Agriculture's re^ r c h farm Is a fairyland of
,ntific wonders for the amar home gardener,
ft'l,,' things this scientific fairyK d has achieved include such
K 7 wonders as a new strawK r y called the Suwannee, that
K large, brilliant berries growE o n disease resistant plants;
K a n c W leaf lettuoe, called
Kbolt, that was tailor-made by
K plant experts for home gar-

t

rhis research farm is only one
many that have developed
hi food and ornamental plants
, the 1947 season.
The Department of Agricule emphasizes that state agrittural experiment stations and
nmercial breeders constantly
1 developing new varieties. A
grow
virtually any
v will
K-e in the United States. Oth1 are suitable under regional
iditions.

Jr. Robert M. Salter, chief of
» bureau of plant industry,
is and agricultural engineer!, suggests that the time a garner spends in discussing gara information with his local
idsmen and agricultural offils will pay big dividends,
["he Suwannee strawberry, for
itance, will outyield the fam1 Blakemore in many parts of
I south, experts predict.
The Slobolt lettuce, the dertment says, "is of special valto home gardeners and comircial growers over much of

ibout one oat
— electricity -

this country and in the Caribbean area of South America as
well." It yields a long succession
of curly leaves of high quality
without shooting to seed.
The hybrids are the "miracle
children" of science. They are
produced by Inbreeding two specially tested families Qf a species
for generations. Then, for producting seed, the families are
cross-bred. This frequently results In a plant having a superabundance of all the outstanding,
valuable characteristics of each
family.
The plant not only is strong
and vigorous and disease resistant but produces a harvest of
high quality and quantity.
Hybrid corn is an outstanding
example. It took 30 years to develop but in recent years the nation harvested record crops on
the smallest acreages in history.
Officials of the agricultural department say that extra hybrid
vigor alone was responsible for
producing 600 million additional
bushels of the potato crop in
1946 which totaled three billion
bushels.
For the home gardener—if he
has the room for corn—there is
Golden Cross Bantam. But this
doesn't do well in the south. Department
officials recommend
that southerners continue to use
Trucker's Favorite or other recommended open pollinated varieties.
Among other new varieties of
various crops, recommended by
the department, are the Wando,
a new garden pea developed in
Charleston, S. C., that will re-

For Greater
Money Saving
U S E

Cornick Gasoline
You Save up to 4 3 $ on
Princeton, Ky.

RESCUE SHIFT COMES UP—Police, soldiers and volunteer workers hold hands as they form a
ring (foreground and at right) around the tipple of the Centralia Coal Co., No. S Centralia, 111.,
(March 26) as blankets are handed to miners coming from rescue mission to reach trapped
miners, 111 of whom were reported dead after an explosion In the mine. (AP Wirephoto)
slst cold weather; Pan-America,
a new tomato variety that combines the appearance and eating
qualities of the well-known Marglobe with the disease resistance
of a tiny Peruvian tomato, and
A two-day course at the Extwo new bush lima beans, Ford- periment
Station,
Lexington,
hook 242 and Early Market.
April 3 and 4, to help farmers
with their sheep-shearing problem, and then a series of oneday shearing schools over the
state, are announced from the
University of Kentucky.

Co-op Managers
To Meet Apr. 7-9

Managers of tobacco, grain and
other farm cooperative organizations and leaders in the cooperative movement in Kentucky,
Ohio, Indiana, Virginia, Tennessee and other states will speak
at a cooperative short course at
the University of Kentucky Experiment
Station,
Lexington,
April 7, 8 and 9.
Included in the program will
be a review of the work of farm
cooperatives in Kentucky and
discussions of cooperative organization and progress in the varrious states.
Dr. Raymond P. Miller, of
Washington, president of the
American Institute of Cooperation, will open the conference
by speaking on "The Place of
Farmer Cooperatives in a Capitalistic Society." Principal speaker at a dinner-meeting will be
M. J. Briggs of Indianapolis,
manager of this Indiana Farm
Bureau Cooperative. He will
be presented by Director Thomas P. Cooper of the Experiment
Station.
F. H. Ketner, president of the
Ohio Council of Farmer Cooperatives, will preside at the
opening session at 1 p.m. Monday, April 7. B. A. Thomas of
Shelbyville, president of the
Kentucky Cooperative Council,
and Dr. H. Bruce Price of the
College of Agriculture, will preside April 8, and L. A. Vennes
of the college will be chairman
of the final session the morning
of April 9.

Each 10 gallons you buy!

Quality Products for Less
ETHYL GAS
REGULAR
KEROSENE

The American Institute of Cooperation, Washington; the Louisville Bank of Cooperatives, and
the College of Agriculture are
sponsoring the conference.

Cornick Oil Co
4 0 5 Hopkinsville St,

A material called fermate offers an easy and simple way to
prevent blue mold, a disease
which often breaks out in tobacco plant beds, according to a
new leaflet A the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics.
Farmers are urged to get a
supply of this material and a
sprayer or duster so they can
combat the disease should it appear. For new beds it ia suggested that fermate spray or dust
be used as soon as the disease is
reported to the neighborhood or
adjoining county, For old beds,
where blue mold is almost certain to appear, treatment should
begin when plants are the size
r
of a dollar.

Princeton, Ky

Cardinal Griffin, Roman Catholic archbishop of Westminster,
estimates that only five percent
of the people of London attend
church regularly.

"Again Kentucky sheep raisers are confronted with the
problem of getting their sheep
sheared," says the announcement. "There is usually a shortage of experienced sheep-shearers. Many men who have recently been released from service are anxious to re-leam
some of the practices in which
they were more or less expert
before the war. Sheep-shearing
is one of these practices."
One-day meetings so far arranged include Graves county,
April 7; Christian county, April
8; Ohio county, April 9; Grayson county, April 10, and Meade
county, April 11.
Instructors will be Harold
Barber, shepherd at the Experiment Station; Jack Dennis, wellknown Kentucky shepherd and
sheepman, and Richard C. Miller, sheep specialist of the College of Agriculture. The schools
will begin at 9 a.m.
An afternoon feature of each
meeting will be demonstrations
in the building of phenothiazinesalt feeders, making of phenothiazine suspensions and the
drenching of sheep. All persons
interested in sheep raising have

Filipino Tribesmen
To Read Gospel

Beth Admits
She's A Cut Up

U. Of Ky. Expects 6 , 5 0 0

St. Louis—(*>)—Three-year-old
Beth accompanied her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moore, on
a visit one evening to the home
of friends. The host, anxious to
keep the little girl contented,
said, "Why don't you take this
stack of new magazines off into
a corner?"
"What's the use," Beth replied, "I didn't bring my scissors."

Spring quarter of approximately

A

Blue mold may be confused
with wildfire and fertilizer injury, it is pointed out. To prevent fertlizer injury, don't use
over 40 pounds of fertilizer on
a steamed bed 12 by 100 feet
and not over 20 pounds of 20percent superphosphate on a
burned bed the same size. To
prevent wildfire, apply bluestone-lime when the plants are
just up and again 10 days later.
For spraying large areas of
bed a power sprayer is desirable, the leaflet says. For smaller
areas a wheel-barrow sprayer
or a- 3 or 4-gallon pressure
sprayer is suitable. For dusting,
a good hand rotary duster is
satisfactory.
'
The leaflet contains complete
directions for mixing and applying the fermate spray or dust.
Copies may be had from county
agents.
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GARY C O O P E R
ROBERT ALDA • VLADIMIR SOKOLOFF
J. EDWARD BROMBERG
And INTRODUCING

LILLI PALMER

WILD W E S T ADVENTURE!
A Real Six-Gun Thriller!
J O H N N Y MACK

^

BROWN

ROIIDEII
BANDITS

ALSO!
POPEYE CARTOON — " A N ISLAND FLING"
NO. 11 — "KING OF THE FOREST RANGERS"

SUN. & MON.,

APRIL 6-7

FIVE Y E A R S O N
BROADWAY!

Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
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O n Our New

B E A R Dy-namic Wheel Balancer
Wheels out of balance don't roll smoothly —
giving you easy riding and easy steering.
INS T E A D , they hop, pound and swing f r o m side to
side on every revolution.
A wheel only 1 ounce out of balance at the
rim develops a 12-pound vibrating fqree at 60 miles
an hour. Think what this means to your tires and
the sensitive front end parts. The pounding and
swinging knocks precious rubber from your tires
j i f t as if you were chopping it off with an axe.
The tremendous vibration puts such a strain on
front end parts that they wear out.

IT'S THE A L L - T I M E L A U G H HIT . . . S T R E A M L I N E D F O R

Static

unbalance causes wheels

to

hop up and down, resulting in excessive
vibration and hard steering.

•

TUES. & W E D
APRIL
8-9

THURS. & FRI
APRIL 10-11

Dy-namic
unbalance
causes
the
wheels to vibrate rapidly sideways,
producing abnormal wear on tires and
front end parts.

The Cheapest Tire and Accident Insurance You Ever Bought

A s Close A s Your

West Main Street

Phone 87

•

Phone

Princeton, Kentucky

NOW!

PLUS! — NEWSREEL & SELECTED SHORTS
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and teeth.
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JASPER
COMIC
and
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A G A I N S T THEIR

SATURDAY, APR. 5-OPEN 10 A.M

This marvelous invention
which has been designed
by Bear engineers to give
you from 5 0 to 1 0 0 %
more tire mileage
is at our shop t f
™
right now . . . .1
Come in and see]
it operate.

400 U.S.P. units per quart of Vitamin D -- for longer-lasting bones

Phone 161

WERE THE O D D S

3. Abnormal wear of wheel bearings, bushings, king
pins, tie rod ends, knee action parts, and steering
ge^r parts.
4. Excessive body and chassis strains.
5..Rough riding and danger at high speeds.
6. Hard steering.
/?. Wheel misalinement because of excessive vibration.
8. Increased gas consumption — Decrease in average
speed.

cream in every drop, peps up meals, between-meal snacks, bed-

anticipated

W e Can Save Your Tires

BETTER FAMILY NUTRITION - milk's natural goodness plus

time raids on the ice-box.

^

(ft

1. Uneven tire wear resulting in premature failure.
2. The pounding out of grease and oils in vital front
end parts, thus causing more rapid wear.

puts

is

TONIGHT A N D FRIDAY

Car Owners - Truck Operators

Vitamin "2>" Milk

-- homogenization

students

when registration closes at tha
University ,of Kentucky this
week. ' First
day
enrollment
reached approximately 2,500 and
an estimated 250 new students
registered along with old enrolles the second day. An unusually heavy late registration total is expected.
4

1:00 P.M.

New York — (AP)— The Maguindanao people, residents of
Mindanao, P. I., a battleground
for American troops both in
World War II and the Filipino
Insurrections following the Spanish American war, will now be
able to read the Gospel of St.
John in their own language.
The American Bible Society
has printed 5,000 copies of the
gospel and shipped them to Manila. The society reports this is
one of 1,080 languages in which
Lack of Museum specimens
all or part of the Bible has been
for many types of art objects
printed.
made between the 5th and 13th
Centuries is the result of abanOnly about four percent of
donment of the custom of buryAmericans bitten by poisonous
ing valuable objects with the
snakes die.
deceased as Christianity
adbeen invited to attend both the vanced.
shearing schools and the afterMany Danish women smoke
noon meetings.
cigars.

The Real Thing Is Always Best

FLAVOR

6,BOO

Continuous Show

Unbalanced Wheels Cause:

CREAMERY-DELICIOUS

A new high enrollment for a

Also!
NEWS
COMIC

Thursday, April 3, I94;
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Altsheler at the office of the u j
corporation In Princeton, K J
tucky for payment. This
tion ii by the unanimous c o n 3
of all of the atock holderiLl
Princeton, Kentucky will be effective ai of May Jj
March 31, 1947 1947.
1
Notice la hereby given that the
Joe Altsheler, President,
Princeton Stockyard Corporation Princeton Stockyard Corporate
closing its' business and that
4t—Apr. 2
the said corporation is being dissolved and all persons having
Spinaah and kale are ( specif
claims against said corporation
ly good in a vegetable loaf.
will present same at once to Joe

Notice Of Dissolution
Of The Princeton
Stockyard Corporation

ANNUAL HOMEMAKERS MEETINGS

Washington—The congregational hearings on Communism are
producing the very results which
the Communists least want: Exposure of Communism's masked
methods and aims in the United
States.
Little informed sentiment for
outlawing the Communist Party
is being expressed. Authorities
as widely varied as J. Edgar
Hoover,. Federal Bureau of Investigation chief: Willian Green,
President of the American Federation of Labor, and the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States oppose outlawry.
"Don't make martyrs of the
Commies," they warn. "Instead,
expose their cynical, dishonest
methods, their traitorous objectives, their dogma, their peril to
the nation, their foreign inspireton."
<
Doing precisely this, Mr. Hoover warned the House Committee on Un-American Activities
that the Communist "fifth column" would be a "serious menace" in the event of trouble with
Russia or its satellites.
He declared that if diplomatic
relations with Russia or its satellites were ever broken, the Communist officers of the several
American labor unions wherein
they have infiltrated would seek
at once to paralize the nation by
bringing about a general strike.
The "red fascists" owe their allegiance to Russia, Mr. Hoover
stressed, not to the United
States. He added an important
observation: The Communist fifth
column is far better organized
in the United States than were
the Nazis in Europe's later-occupied countries prior to World
War H.
But does this mean "they are
a menace to pe shuddered at?
Mr. Green of the American
Federation of Labor answered
that more effectively than did
Mr. Hoover, when he spotlighted
the factors which turn otherwise
earnest Americans to this, dogma, by saying:
"The fires of Communism and
every other totalitarian ideology
are fed by poverty, privation, in-
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Speakers at the annual district meetings of the Kentucky
Federation of Homemakers Clubs to be held at seven points in
the state from April 19 to 26 will be Mrs. Myrtle Labbitt, Detroit radio editor: Mrs. W. E. Nichols, Lexington, president of
the Kentucky Federation of Homemakers Clubs; Miss Myrtle
Weldon, state leader of home demonstration work, UK College
of Agriculture and Home Economics, and district committee
chairman.
Dates and places of meetings are: April 19, Lexington; April
21, Murray; April 22, Owensboro; April 23, Leitchfield; April 24,
Frankfort; April 25, Harrodsburg, and April 26, Paintsville.

Velazquez, a Spanish artist
died in 1600, but did not become
famous until 200 years later.
The planet of Venus is less
than 26,000,000 miles from the
earth at some periods of the
year.

WAYNE

10

ium rates which were in effect
prior to the date of lapse, VA
insurance officials in Columbus
(O.) emphasized today.
VA insurance officials said
that despite the fact the veteran
is older and his insurance liability greater than when he originally took out his term policy, the premium rates upon reinstatement are the same as at
the original issuance date of the
policy.

Starter fs now TRIPLE TESTED by Allied
Mils Research Division. Take no chances

Z CHICK :

with untested feeds of doubtful quality.

JJURTIR^

H p i y s t o F o d W.yns

Turkeys were living in Colorado thousands of years ago, according to remains uncovered
by scientists.
The first voting machines were
invented in England more than
50 years ago.

Chick Starter.

Phone 127-J

Hopkinsville Road
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Moke your next suit d
STYLE-MART. Notice the finer
fit, greater comfort and
»xfra smartness "NECK ZONE"
tailoring will give you.

Suit-able inspiration for
your Easter portrait . . .
The season's smartest re•

•

PRINTS

•

SOLIDS

•

STRIPES

•

CHECKS

•

PLAIDS

•

R A Y O N CREPE

•

R A Y O N JERSEY

•

PURE SILK

•

COTTONS

•

LIGHTWEIGHT
WOOLENS

presentatives of style and
handsome d e t a i l .

Suits

FRANK W O O D

DANA W O O D

will

fly

graceful lines of the fem-

and you'll have the most

inine figure and accentu-

beautiful spring and sum-

ate

mer wardrobe in many a

much

desired

year. Think of it—quality

You'll find your entire

fabric in the pattern you

outfit at our store, where

want—the color you want

interested sales ladies are

— i n the dress you want.

happy to make you look

And priced as low as 59£

your best in the

per yard.
Come

SHIRTS

"The Dad 'N Lad Store"

needle

through t h e s e fabrics -—

quality look.

Wood Bros.

Your

that emphasize the long,

the

Lose no time.

in today to make

your selections.

PgAjCIJU
Everything you need is
right here awaiting

your

W e have a complete selection of T h r e a d , Buttons, Patterns and
other Sewing Accessories.
Largest Yard Goods Department in this section of the State.

selection.

Mosdo+vi
(Incorporated)
7S7 8. Main St

Hopkinsville
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When You Want to
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by Hole-Proof and Mussing
* T-SHIRTS
wear—Solids and Fancy Col
All wool Lamb Knit—in solids, ors . . . Nylons and Wools,
plaids and plain colors.

H
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Phone 260

SOCKS
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Everybody reads The Leader!

FOR MEN
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and Mark Twain.

S
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I
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ACQUITTED—Smiling after a jury in juvenile court acquitted
her of a charge of delinquency by reason of murder in her
father's death, Mary Catherine Reardon, 14, is escorted from the
courtroom at St. Louis (March 29) by Defense Attorney Frank
E. {William* (left) and her uncle, James A. Reardon.
(AP
Wirephoto)

Easter Hints

Long and Short-Sleeved in
Plaids, Stripes and Solids.

• . Saturday, whfl

fe^and Mrs. J j
frsnkfort, 4

justice, and strife. Human misery is the combustible fuel of
subversive activity. The enactment of progressive legislation,
designed to serve broad public
welfare and responsive to the
needs of the great mass of people, is a vital safeguard against
Communist inroads."

SPORT SHIRTS

u»r condition
»*ht " I d Mr. <
10

math^. Mr.^
* Kr Cues* son
V A l l e n FullerJ
"ailing
1
*\,tv .pent the M

Slight Correction
New York— (A*) —Many and
varied are race track superstitions but if Andy Schuttinger
has one it's a well kept secret—
at any rate the former ace jockey who now is a trainer, puts
no stock in the most common of
superstitions: aversion to the
number 13.
"I was born oh the 13th, it's
a lucky number for me," he
says, "I did have to modify my
feeling a bit to keep peace
around the barn, though." With
a heavy black pencil on the stall
where Andy keeps Cacique, most
promising of his two-year-olds,
the number has been changed
to 13&.
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Ladies'

Store
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was ad- Meyers in Crider Sunday afterin noon.
Miss Frances Vickers, student
p.iducah where she submitted at Murray State Teachers Colan appendectomy
Friday lege, Murray, was a recent visiLght. Her condition is reported tor of her grandparents, Mr. and
k very good. Mrs. Henson is an Mrs. J. C. Catilla.
Enploye of Howerton's store.
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Feagan
Mrs. Reed Brown was in Pad- were in Paducah Monday.
(.ah Saturday, where she conMr. James Duncan, Fairvlew,
fclted a head specialist. She was has accepted a position in the
ccompanied by Mr. Brown and Valley Grocery.
laughter, Doris.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller
Mr. and Mrs. George Hoke and son, Dunny, were in PaduL,i daughter, Jackie, were guests cah shopping Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Moore
If her mother, Mrs. Byrd Guess,
and Raleigh Moore were dinner
ltd Mr. Guess Stinday.
Mr. Allen Fuller, student of guests of Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Jowling Green Business Unl- Moore Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Harmon,
ersity, spent the weekend with
[is mother, Mrs. Amble Fuller. and grandchildren, Mary Nelle
Mr. Hugh Howerton returned and Charles, are improved after
I Greystone Park, N. J. Tues- having been quite ill of inL y after spending 10 days In fluenza.
Mrs. Jennie Brasher was the
Te home of Mr. and Mrs. Willis
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bralanad.i.
j Mr. and Mrs. John Querter- sher several days this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson
kous. Frankfort, were visitors
J Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young were in Providence last week.
Several from here attended
Ut week.
[Mrs. J. B| Sory and Miss Dora the Capitol Theater in Princeoung returned from Madison- ton Thursday and Friday nights,
llle Thursday after spending a showing "Song of the South".
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Barnes
days with their brother,
harles Young, and Mrs. Young. and Mrs. John Coleman were
I James Quertermous,
Owens- dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
|)ro, spent the weekend here. V. E. Coleman Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller
is the owner of a new Chevmoved to their newly decorated
klet convertible.
|Mr and Mrs. George Milroy, home Monday.
W. M. Young was in HopkinsCharles W. Smith and chil, Billy and Sue Ellen, Mrs. ville on business Monday.
Mr. Walter Hackney, carrier
Afford White and Mrs. W. B.
on way and son, Henry, were of R.R. 1, was able to be back
on the job Monday morning
Paducah last week.
| Mrs. Julia Traylor was taken after an absence of several days,
Evansville Monday where she due to illness.
All undergo an eye operation,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Landis
be was accompanied by Mr. were dinner guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Mays,
Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield.
|D: and Mrs. Charles H. Brock- in Princeton Sunday night.
^yer were dinner guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brown and
Mrs. C. H. Brockmeyer, Jr., daughter, Doris, attended funeral services
for Mrs. Frank
^nday.
tr. and Mrs. Carl Brasher Boyd at Shady Grove Sunday
|d son. Kent, Marion, visited afternoon.
and Mrs. C. V. Yandell,
Miss Mabel Harris was the
Saturday night guest of Miss
jnday.
|Mrs. Mattie Rice, Mrs. George Agnes Rogers and Miss Bonnie
plroy, Mrs, Clifford White, Mrs. Williams.
B. Conway and son, Henry,
Mrs. Elvira King, Mexico, is
^re in Dawson Springs Tues- the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Rebecca Rogers.
ftrlie Vinson is suffering with
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth
latic rheumatism. He is under and Rev. and Mrs. Schondel[ care of Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, meyer were
Monday
dinner
pnceton.
guests of Rev. and Mrs. David
T. Henson spent the week- Schulherr in Princeton.
| with his daughter,
Mrs.
The Legion Auxiliary spon^orge Johnson and Mr. John- sored a Rook party and lunch
n, in Paducah. Mr. Henson at the Legion Hall Friday night.
bompanied
his wife to the Quite a good crowd was present,
spital there Friday afternoon, and we are grateful for the fine
(fohn D. Bugg has been quite cooperation of the vicinity.
of influenza.
Mrs. Coy Moore and son, Coy,
Mrs. Albert Likens and Mrs. Jr., "were in Princeton Monday.
|yce Belt, Marion, were SunMrs. A. J. Eldridge and little
afternoon visitors of Miss daughter, Carrie, and Miss Mary
|a Lee Leeper.
Ellen Boaz were in Princeton
Jrs. T. R. Feagan visited Mrs. Monday.
M. G r i f f i n a n d M r s . J .
C.
Mrs. Iva Hughes, Marion, was
Mrs- C-

£°ek hold,
F M of
Of JM»,

Xetable
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FOR SHABBY FURNITURE:
WOODWORK AND TOYS

$1.05

pt.

BEAUTIFUL, BRILLIANT, EASY-BRUSHING
ENAMEL IN 14 SPARKLING C O L O R S !
Weary of worn, dull fumibookshelves, toys,
woodwork? Here's the easy,
speedy way to make 'em
look like new I Brushon brilliant, smooth-flowing Enameloid
in your favorite sparkling color I One coat makes a hard,
handsome surface. Washes beautifully. Resists wear. Won't
stain from cold, hot, even boiling water. Especially grand
for kitchen, bath, nursery, breakfast room.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Flil A M C I f l I II
L H H I T I L L U I LI

SUNT WIN-

WILLIAM*

Beauty, protection a n d
omy are combined to g i v e th®

«»o«t for your,

•nooey.

THE G R E A T

H O M I

BRIGHTENERS

IIN-I WH-ribbtaa Wn
" » t Clear 84m,

ctiw reuu

ture'

S Htm

HOUSE PAINT

wtH

WILLI

SEMI LUSTRE

Amu

Amazingly washable, "«aHnfiniah" for kitchen and bathroom wall* and ccUings, woodwork.,,
SHCKWIN.

WILLIAMS

PORCH & FLOOR ENAMEL

Treat interior and exterior
floor* to thi* handaome, quick,
drying enamel. They'll_ cleats
eaeier, wear longer^

>ns, Patterns

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
He\ e l d r e d

Mitchell Implement Co.
Gets Permit For New
Building

The report of Fire Chief Conway Lacey for March, read at
Monday night's Council meeting, showed six fires, with pro-

Page Five

. ^^

perty damage estimated at $8,700. Causes were listed as follows: Defective flues, 2; overheated stove, 1; burping garden
trash, 1; unknown, originating in
basements, 2. Firemen's bill for
services was $320.
Councilmen
Joe Jones, Dehhain,
Morgan,
Stone, Wadllngton were in attendance, with Mayor W. L. Cash
presiding.
Permission was granted the
Mitchell Implement Company to

erect a 25x60-foot building of
concrete blocks and other fireproof material adjacent to its
existing building on East Market street.
In order to numbar properly
houses on Wood street in the
Nichols addition, or shirt factory section, to facilitate delivering of mail, it will be necessary
to change the name ol another
street having the same name, it
was decided. A short street in-

tersecting Mitchell street
and
leading to the old pest-house
road has been known as Wood
street, apd since there are only
three residences
abutting the
street, a motion prevailed that
Street Commissioner John Herron confer with residents on the
street and find a satisfactory
name, pending passage of an ordinance establishing a name for
the street.

Just Recieved 'Em
and they are beauties!
ONE-ARMED BOXER—Tommy Rodgers (right), of Pittsburgh,
20-year-old one-armed Harvard University junior who won the
155 pound university boxing championship (March 27) after
flooring his opponent twice for counts of nine, demonstrates his
ability while sparring with Skip Lord (left) at the Cambridge,
Mass., school. (AP Wirephoto)
the Sunday afternoon guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Wadlington.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Young and
grandson, Gary Parsons, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Tucker in
Sullivan Sunday afternoon.
and Mrs. Charles Baker
entertained with four tables of
Rook Tuesday night.
Refreshments were served to Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield, Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Phelps, Mr. and Mrs.
V. E. Coleman; Mr. and Mrs.
Ruble Akridge, Mr. and Mrs.
Hervy Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Paris, Mrs. Madge RHey,
Marc Blackburn, Wanda and
Philip Phelps and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Baker.
Coy Moore Jr. entertained the
Teen-age group with a Rook
party Tuesday night at the home,
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Moore Sr. Refreshments were
served to Dorothy Riley, Dorothy Brasher, Evelyn Riley, Hazel
Fuller, Wilma Green, Margaret
Lowery,
Joan
Bugg,
Bonnie
King, Buddy Rogers, J. E. Boone,
Charles Dean Akridge, Jimmy
Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy and Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rustin were
called to Marion Sunday afternoon by the death of the little
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Daniel,
who has been critically ill for
^eyeral months of lukemia.
John Williamson, student at
Michigan State College, spent
the Spring vacation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dolph
Williamson.
Floyd Hooks, who is confined
to his bed with a fractured hip,
is reported to be improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Coleman
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. William Coleman in Crider
Thursday night, the occasion being the birthday of Mrs. Virgil
Coleman.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Laws, Mr.
and Mrs. James Young, Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos Grant and children,
Gerald, Linda
Fay;
Tommie
Teear,' Maurice Glass and children, Jimmie and Derral. Afternoon guests were: C, B. Rogers,
Nello Storms, Waylon Rogers,
Malcolm and Adrain Jewell.
Howard DeBoe made a business trip to Detroit last weekend.
J. L. White has been on the
sick list but is reported better.
Glenn White, and Howard DeBoe were in Hopkinsville last
week.
Miss Betty Storms was guest
of Miss Shirley Joyce of Cedar
Bluff, Monday night.
Mrs. Maurice J. Glass
and
children spent the afternoon with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Garland Robinson, recently.
Rev. Henry Roland was dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. L.
W. Rodgers Sunday, March 23.
Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Rodgers
spent Sunday afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs.
Lawrence Ladd of
Princeton.
Eggs of the albatross are four
or five inches long.

TWEEDS
FLANNELS
RAYONS
A few Hard Twisted Worsteds too

—

Mostly Slacks with pleated front and genuine Talon
fasteners. Sizes 28 to 42 waist.

FINKEtSFAIR STORE
Where Your

• • Have More Cents

Friendship News

1-COAT COLOR MAGIC!

>tate.

March Fire Loss
Reported $8,700

—

h a r d w a r e

c o .

Phone 321
ft
WILLIAMS PAINT

HEADQUARTERS

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Croft,
Mr. and Mrs. Loell Hale and
family were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Cook last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard DeBoe
and family are recovering from
influenza.
Dewey Fletcher and family
visited J. T. White and family
last Saturday night and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Omer Cook have
been quite sick with flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Otho gtorms and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Press Lilly,
Mrs. W. M. Cartwright, were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Ladd Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Adams attended church at Pleasant Grove
Sunday.
Willie Teear, who has been
quite sick for past two weeks,
is improving.
Miss Ella Meadors was guest
of her mother, Mrs. Ada Meadors, Sunday.
Miss
Agnes
Witherspoon,
Princeton, was guest of her sister, Mrs.
Claud Storms,
last
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Storms and
family and Mrs. W. M. Cartwright were visitors at Claud
Storms sSaturday night.
Mr. and Mrs.- David Mitchell
have both been sick with flu,
but are better.
H. H. Traylor and daughter of
Fredonia were recent visitors in
this community.
The income from the quilt
made and sold by the Lebanon
Homemakers Club at their last
meeting was $58.50 which goes
to the Caldwell County Hospital
fund.
Lawrence Ladd, formerly of
this community, is reported sick
at his home in Princeton.
Wylie Ladd of Eddyville has
recently visited this end of the
county.
School was dismissed Thursday
due to the heavy snow.
R. B. Cook is confined to his
home from sickness. William A.
Cook and Isaac McCormick are
serving as substitute mail carriers.
On March 23,- the birthday of
L. A. Davis, the following people gave

him

a

surprise visit: i

Inspired by His Holy Resurrection we join the
joyous Church throngs this glorious Easter. As
we bend our heads in prayer . . . as we hear
the voices of the choir boys lifted up jn Easter
hymns, the calm of peace fills our hearts. Surrounded by devoted family, loving friends and
good neighbors, spiritual understanding

in-

vades our souls. Suddenly, we grasp the full
meaning of Easter, tolerance and brotherhood
•

. . . blessings that enrich the life of every man.
And as this meaning slowly fills our very beings let us resolve that it shall not end with this
day, but it shall'be our guide in acts and
deeds every day throughout the year.

PRINCETON

HOPKINSVILLE
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W. H. Johnson

Vienna Children
Still Undernourished

J. Y. OUannon

Vienna — (JP) — An examination of approximately 50 percent
of Vienna's schoolchildren by the
Vienna health board has revealed that at least 75 percent of
them are undernourished.
In spite of American, Swedish
and Swiss programs for providing at least one hot meal daily
to each pupil, at least 32 percent are suffering from "serious"
undernurishment,
the
health
board reported.
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Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co,
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky

There are at least 13 species of
rattlesnakes
in
the
United
States.
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ICE DEMOLISHES BUILDINQ IN MICHIGAN—A windswept
wall of ice reaching a height of 40 feet moves in from Saginaw
Bay at Bay City, Mich. (March 25). The ice crushed a building
at a beach amusement park. Ice formed in the wake of raging
spring blizzard. (AP Wirephoto)
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What Eastir

By Vivian Brown

(AP

Newefeature

Symbols

Writer)

Americans love tradition. So
St Easter all the old familiar
symbols—rooster, bunny, daffodils, lilies and colored eggs—
are made a part of the Easter
day.
Masses flock to churches in
commemoration of Easter, and
crosses are bedecked with flowers. New clothes are worn, and
hardly a child or a grownup
would be seen at church on Easter morn without some new
garb. Greeting cards are sent depicting all of these traditional
scenes.
But the idea of dressing up
for Easter was not a brain wave
of some modern clothing manufacturer. The custom originated
in an ancient desire to spruce
up at the period when all nature blooms with new life. In
the fourth century the Romans
found in the Easter festivities
an excellent excuse to appear
richly dressed. The Chinese and
the North American Indians used
to cast off their old apparel at
the New Year (corresponding to
Easter).
It is believed that the custom
of staining and decorating eggs
started in Persia. Early travelers reported that Greeks made
presents of colored eggs, and
bread. When the custom was
taken over by the Christians the
eggs were decorated principally
J in red, to denote the blood of
Christ:
The rooster is supposed to be
a symbol of reawakening and in
ancient times was associated with
Easter just as the rabbit and
chicken are today.

Mean

HOPKINSVILLE

Flowers have always been part
of the Easter picture. During
medieval times, tulips were supposed to have symbolized the
Resurrection. The Judean legend
associated lilies with Easter because, according to the legend,
wherever the Risen Saviour
walked, white lilies sprang from
the soil and blossomed in His
footsteps. The daffodil is associated with Easter because its
bell-like blossom was thought to
resemble a trumpet announcing
the victory of life over death.
There are many legends about
the Easter rabbit. Did you know
that the rabbit was originally
thought to be a bird and that
Eostre, the pagan goddess from
whose name is derived the word
Easter, transformed it into an
animal? That was the belief in
Southern Germany where they
believed that rabbits laid Easter eggs on their festival in
grateful recollection of their former quality as birds and swift
messengers of Easter.
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FEATURING:
•

Hydraulic Front Forks
•

Positive Foot G e a r Shift
•
•

Unbelievable Economy
•

Women's

Abundance of Chrome

A model for every need

Wear

brtibnft re
following tfw

Flashing Performance

. . .

Princeton Cycle Shop

exclusively yours

See Ralph Griffin or Wilson Kilgore

(Incorporated)

Princeton, Kentucky

SAL

Germs Are Something
That / Shun—
With PAR-0-SAN.
They're on the Run!

Whtn preparingfcroodarhous.t lot chicks,
b. <OT to dUlntet with Dr. Saltbvry't
PAH O-SAN k'l • ptMiura to um—aWci«n1 snd economical.

UK Installs Fire Escapes

"Don't worry about my being slow . . . I'm
anxious to get to HOWERTON'S to select my
new Easter Hat."
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Fire safety measures in University of Kentucky's non-fireresistant buildings are being supplemented by installation of the
first four outside steel fire escapes, to cost an estimated $6,000.
The first escape is being placed
on
40-year-old Frazee
Hall.
Others will be installed on Miller Hall, 49-year-old classroom
building; White Hall, 65-year-old
College of Commerce building,
and the Agriculture building,
erected in 1908.

Sanitation
Comas First
in C h k k Raising

Wood Drug Store

Phone

611

Princeton,

Ky.

Select Your

gloss

Easter Flowers
from this fine stock

MORE"
ORDINARY

Come in and see it or use your phone.

PAINT

ORDER N O W - Help us serve you better.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

C O R S A G E S IN ~ Roses, Carnations, G a r d e n i a s , Orchids
Along with all other seasonable flowers.
Roses, Carnations, Snapdragon, G l a d o l i a and Spring Flowers
POTS O F — Hydrangea, Lillies, A z a l e a , Tulips, Hyacinths,
Begonias, Geraniums.
BPS OUTSIDE GLOSS WHITE is made to stay white,
clean and attractive for many years.

Potted plants from $1.00 up.

• Holds its Gloss and do«s not yellow or 'gray*
from atmospheric conditions.
• It will give you the whitest white house on your
street and the most attractive.
e Use BPS Foundation Coat White for the First
Coat* . . . it has remarkable hidlhg qualities.

McGough Paint and Wallpaper Store
W . Ct. So.

> " T h e Complete Paint Store"
Princeton,
Phone 762

Mixed Plant Boxes—$1.50
Vases of Spring Flowers—$2.00

Carriages

SMITH'S
F U R N I T U R E
114 E. Main

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 92

MEMORIAL

WREATHS

IN PASTEL

SHADES

Alton H.% Templeto

Rags Seven
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What It Meani:

Business 'Dip
Outlook
Lexington, April 2—After more
ian 12 years in the planning
B ge„the first spade of dirt was
j, ,ud this week for the Memorl Auditor!um-Fieldhouse on the
Lpus of the University of
bntucky.
Wielding the spade in the for-

L ground-breaking ceremony
Eonday was Governor Simeon
f Willis w h o

characterized the

Llication of the huge structure
a memorial to World War II
lad as extremely fitting.
[Dr. Herman L. Donovan, UniLrsity president, also spoke
fiefly at the ceremony which
Itracted a large crowd of onbkers.
khe University band played
Lpropriate music and Pershing
[fles, crack U. K. drill unit,
kmed an honor guard on the

When Your
Back Hurts
A n d Y o u r Strength and
E n e r g y l a Below Par

It may be caueed by disorder of kid-

ney function that p e r m i t , p o i s o n o u s
waste to accumulate. F o r truly m a n y
p e o p l e feel tired, weak a n d m i e e r a b l e
when the kidneys fall t o r e m o v e e x e a t *

acids and other w a a t * m a t t e r f r o m the
blood.
You

may

suffer

nagging

backache,

rheumatic pains, headaches, d I n i n e s * .
etting up nights, lef pains, swelling,
o me times frequent a n d s c a n t y urina-

Stion

with smarting a n d b u r n i n g i s a n other sign that something i s w r o n g w i t h
the k i d n e y s or bladder.
T h e r e should be no d o u b t that p r o m p t
t r e a t m e n t is wiser than neglect. Use
Doali'i Pills. I t is better to rely on a
m e d i c i n e that has won countrywide apr o v a l t h a n o n something lees favorably
!uiwn.
have been tried and tested m a n y y e a r s Are at all drug stores.
Get
today.

E

Doan't
Doan't

Because of the effect of mountains upon gravity, ordinary surveying instruments shift the U.
S.- Canadian border several miles
off its true parallel of latitude.
Cape Agulhas and not Good
Hope, is the southernmost tip
of Africa.

Phone 111

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY
FACTORY BUILT FRAME HOUSES
DIRECT FROM THE MILL

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

By Sterling Green
Washington — More and more
government economists now believe that the 1047 price d i p it one comes—won't be deep
enough to merit the name "recession."
.Opinion still is well divided.
But this is becoming a typical
forecast by some experts who
last fall were predicting a shortlived but full-fledged business
slump:
A
"price
adjustment"
of
around 10 percent at wholesale,
certainly not much more; an
increase of around 2,000,000 in
unemployment; a start after midyear and an end within one
year.
Such a modest decline, in the
view of most federal economists,
would not be a recession. The
difference, they say, is not simply the use of a milder word
to describe a harsh fact, because
there are distinct shades of
meaning for "dip," "recession,"
and "depression."
Therefore there were actual
differences of opinion among officials when President Truman
in January spoke ot "minor detours and bumps" ahead; when
his Council of Economic Advisers warned of a possible "dip"
this year; when Federal Reserve
Board men spoke of a "recession" and the Commerce Department of a "business adjustment." Nobody, however, has
forecast a "depression."
The Commerce
Department
last fall was in the "recession"
camp, though it never made such
a prediction officially. The fact
that it now speaks of an "adjustment" betokens a definite
change in the economic outlook.
A "dip" is a mild adjustment
of price levels.
These would be the earmarks
of a genuine recession, as some
government
officials
identify
them:
First, a drop in the buying
power of individuals and a curtailment of their demand for
goods.
Second, a "measurable" increase in unemployment. This
might mean 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 more people workless. Only
about 2,500,000 now are out of
work and seeking it.
Third, a drop in prices sufficient to lower the general price
level substantially—say 15 to 20
percent.
Fourth, a duration of one to
two ^ears.
That was roughly the pattern
of 1938. Prices dropped 14 percent from the 1937 high to the
1939 low.
Unemployment increased by 3,750,000.
The sag of 1921 was much
sharper, but it was nevertheless
a recession. It wasn't
sharp
enough or long enough to be a
"depression." A depression implies heavy unemployment and
a duration of several years.
There could be a recession in
the middle of a depression. For
instance, the country was just
emerging from the depression
of the 1930s when it ran into
the sag of 1938.
But even if a full-scale recession came along this year, it
would have much lighter impact, because the economy is
moving on a much higher level
generally. Only a totally unexpected cataclysm could create an
army of jobless like that of 1938.
Even if it happened, total employment still would be much
higher because the labor force
expanded so greatly during the
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Memphis, Tenn.—As a hotel
Ages range from 9 to 14
owner, Fred Callahan became
months old.
alarmed At the rapid spread of
the disastrous LaSalle and WineK L E E N I T E the Bruthless Way
R. T. HUMPHRIES
coff hotel fires.
Princeton, Ky.
Get K L E E N I T E t o d a y at t h * Corn*r
As a longtime hobbyist and inPhone 2922
Drug Stor* and all g o o d drugglata.
ventor, he decided to search for
a possible future preventive.
The result is 'The Fire Finder," a relatively simple little
gadget designed to spot hotel
blazes before they get a head
start.
The apparatus received praise
Will pay your hospital and doctors bills
from fire and insurance officials
at a demonstration in Callahan's
when accidents occur.
own Gayoso Hotel.
Here's how it works:
On the wall of each room is
affixed a small thermostatic device—a pencil-sized glass tube
MARRIED AGAIN—Ellsworth (Sonny) Wisecarver Jr., 17-year- with mercury.
old Californian who twice eloped with married women, both
The thing is wired to the telmothers of two .children, married Betty Zoe Reber, also 17, at ephone.
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
Las Vegas, Nev. (March 25). Here the couple poses before the
As the temperature in the
marriage. (AP Wirephoto)
room rises, the mercury expands,
pushing a metal pin upward
war.
| That is approximately what
through the tube.
happened
in
1938.
Optimistic
The business "adjustment" of
When the room becomes very
which the Commerce Department businessmen were piling up in-,
hot, the pin makes contact with
ventories
at
rising
prices
and
now speaks is much milder. It
two electrodes.
means that the most inflationary expected to sell at still higher
That cuts off the telephone
prices will come down into line prices. Then came two blows at
and sends an electrical impulse
the
public
buying
power:
The
with the average of prices, but
at a level which still will leave soldiers' bonus suddenly was all along its wire to light up a tiny
business a good profit—even in spent, and simultaneously the bulb on the telephone switchIICRU nunIIUK. You Wis And younatf en* ef
persons In your community on world offolrs whan
food, which is the commodity government slashed its own de- board.
d-wid* daily rewipopf regularly. You will go In
pression
outlays.
It
not
only
sets
off
the
alarm
farthest out of line and proIts, a fuller richer understanding of totto/e vital
but
gives
the
exact
location
of
Consumer
demand
fell
off.
The
rom
It* exclusive features on homemaking, educobably will suffer the biggest
oter, music,radio,sports.
overbuilt Inventories had to be the fire.
drop when supplies improve.
It also means that wholesalers, sacrificed. A good many firms
Th* Christian Science Publishing Society
PS-5
One, Norway Street, Boston IS, Man., U. S. A.
assembly plants and stores will took big losses or failed. Factory DDT Not Recommended
Enclosed I* SI. for which please send me The Chrlsttoi
stop piling up stocks faster than production lagged and workers
As
Peach-Tree
Spray
were
laid
off.
they sell or use them. Such inlr,ttn to The Cfcmtun ^
That was a recession. Three
Circular 427 of the Kentucky
Set Wee Monitor Viees the \
ventory accumulation has been
Mf r> THysdd»
analysts College of Agriculture makes
eifht 0«er thr Immcan
hitting an unprecedented clip for months ago m a n y
•
'
O
idc^'
J
in*
thought
we
were
walking
the
the following statement about
months. When it ends, departsame
path,
and
some
still
do.
DDT:
ment experts expect about 5 per"It has been found in Kentuccent of the total volume of ord- Everybody reads The Leader!
ers to factories will stop. Proky and elsewhere that DDT is
duction, and therefore employvery effective in reducing peach
ment, will reflect the drop.
losses from cat-facing and orienConsumers, also, may be extal fruit moth injury. However,
pected to shift their demand
because of the possible effects
from "soft" goods—shoes, clothof DDT on bees and parasites,
ing and the like—to hard goods,
and because of the later buildthereby pulling one drop from
up of leaf mites where DDT is
soft goods prices. The reason
substituted for the materials
this shift has not already been
commonly used, the use of DDT
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
staged is because automobiles,
on peaches is not recommended,
sewing machines, cabinet radios
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
except in special cases.
and other wanted items have
"DDT
is
not
effective
against
Fredonia, Ky.
been much slower arriving in
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
curculio and has no place in
quantity than was expected.
curculio sprays."
Last fall most federal economW e pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
Circulars 427 and 428, pubists thought all those movements
lished by the college, deal with
would smack into the economy
pegch spray and dust programs
at once. Prices and business acand apple spray programs for
tivity, they felt, would rise to a
Kentucky fruit growers. Both
sharp peak, then Sag suddenly.
may be had from county agents
Phone No. 442-J
Princeton, Ky.
or by writing to the college at
Lexington.

HOW YOU WILL
BENEFIT BY READING

Dead Stock
WANTED

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

K e n t u c k y Rendering Works

Insurance Agency
Established
1907

TT

STEWART-WARNER

>

We pay all phone charges

There are 400,000 bicycles in
Copenhagen.

^ELECTRONIC-

Not For A Day, But
For All Time."

W e Stay and Pay
"When you buy insurance from this Agency,
you are bringing security home.

Saves tires and other
moving parts of car

D e l i g h t f u l to

All four wheels balanced without removal from car.The complete job done electronically.
Tire,tube, wheel,hubcap, brake
drum, balanced perfectly as one
unit. Come in and watch it
work.

the touch and
sight . . . Ethereally soft and
light. Such are

per wheel

the fabrics that
inspired designers to turn out
these suits and

ENAMEL

dresses . . The
newest looking,
most

of m a n y sea-

CAN BE ERECTED IN TWO DAYS
NO PRIORITY NEEDED
Flowers

Take Orders for Factory Built Frame Homes.
Six
Beautiful Models, 3 to 7 Rooms, wholesale to
you. Sell Retail.to individuals.
Assembly plans for easy erection.
All
houses include floors, doors, windows, glass,
flower boxes, shutters, complete porch, exterior painted.

Plumbing, Heating, Wiring, Fixtures and Everything necessary to complete available.
All houses constructed of best quality No. 2
Yellow pine lumber.

Protection
Durability
Beauty
Florite can "take it" where the
traffic is hardest. It's scrubproof,
scufTproof, weatherproof . . . on
floors of wood, concrete or linoleum, and on exterior porch surfaces. Especially effective on decks
of boats.... Florite gives a tough,
durable, gleaming finish.
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•AMPLE HOUSE ON DISPLAY AT

| CRANE BROS. LUMBER COMPANY
MO North Willow Road

Evansville. lad.

ijliyTAiiTUeMMAVE

FOR SOUTHERN CUME/M

Steger Lumber Co.
Princeton, Kentucky
'ARRSN ON THE AI»

WSM'8 GRAND O i l OPRY
SAT. NIGHT 8:30 to 8:00 - 850 EC.
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uously

design-

tire out . . . who are ahrayt "on

ed for you; for

Even late in the afternoon it's
possible to f e d just as "peppy" as
you felt In the morning—provided
you're geMing plenty of the kind
of vitamins and minerals that maintain vigor and vitality!
So, If
you're tired or worn out and
there's nothing else wrong don t
lose hope. Just try super-potent

an

the go"? Perhaps you needntl

Small Investment Starts Y o u in Business.
Real Opportunity If You Can Qualify.

Phone 3-5436 Evansville, Ind
Mr. McCoy for Appointment

flattering

Vitawine Toniel

Scientifically formulated at an
aid to natore in rebuilding and maintaining pep, strength
end energy when you're not getting
enough of Vitawine'* essential
ingredients, this tonic may really
help you. It contain* 6 time* the
adult minimum dally reouirement
of Vitamin B f - I J times die I r o n plus other vitamins and minerals!
So buy br comparunn! Get superpoient Vitawine today 1

affective

Easter

of

opulent beauty.
Our Complete Line of Accessories will accentuate your every costume
•

GLOVES
PURSES

•

BLOUSES

•

HATS

•

COSTUME JEWELRY

i
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Truman Praised
For Fight Against
U. S. Communism

(Hy AnoolnUd Prwn)
Des Moines, la. — Attorney
General Tom Clark predicted
the stand taken by President
Truman
against
Communism
"will go down in history as the
Truman Doctrine."
Comparing it with the Monroe
Doctrine of another century,
Clark told fellow Democrats that
Mr. Truman thus measures up
as "a great President, a man of
mettle."
The Monroe Doctrine, which
forbade foreign encroachment on
American shores, "was aimed
at the encroaching arm of the
tsars," said Clark. "The Truman
Doctrine . . . is aimed at the
encroaching arm of Communism."
Clark made the comparison in
a speech prepared for a Jackson Day dinner.
•
The attorney general recalled
the defeat suffered by the Democrats in last November's elections and declared:
"We know that a two-party
system works both ways. We
know that under the system,
what happened in the last election can be reversed in the next.
And we Democrats were never
more thankful for that twoparty system than we are today,
as we look forward to the November of 1948."
Clark quoted from Mr. Truman's speech to Congress asking
aid to Greece and Turkey against
Communism as a way of life
which "relies upon terror and
oppression . . . controlled press
and radio, fixed elections, and

Berkeley, Calif — (JP) —Fossil
remains of a hitherto unknown
extinct bird which lived more
than 40,000 years ago In the
same period as the great sloth
have been found In the La
Brea pits of Los Angeles.
This bird, scientifically named
Pandanaris, is a prehistoric relative of the modern blackbird
and the oriole. It Is described by
Dr. A Id en H. Miller, University
of California zoologist, in the
Condor, a bird study journal.
An upper and lower bill were
found. Dr. Miller said these Indicated the bird was of an entirely different type from any
previously described.
The La Brea pits are grfeat de,
posits of a tar-like substance In
which many prehistoric animals
became mired.
utter suppression of personal
freedoms."
That," said Clark, "is the daring, bold, resolute spirit of democracy speaking — s p e a k i n g
through the fortitude, spunk and
bulldog tenacity of its leader.
"And how America has rallied
this stout-hearted, fearless man
who dares to do all that is necessary for his people!"
Clark observed that there are
"those among
the Republican
party who not only have been
standing and waiting, but who
have expressed the intention of
sitting down" at a time when
democracy "is at stake."
He
added:,
"Americans do not believe in
the 'sit-down doctrine,' and I am
sure that those leaders of the
Republican party who do know
the dangers of our present situa-

A Policyholder
Should Know—
That the company in which his
is
written
is
of
unquestionable
strength—

insurance
financial

That the Agent with whom he places his
business is capable of writing it properly, and
can and will give him personal and interested
attention at all times.
Play Safe — Call Us

John E. Young
INSURANCE AGENCY

S. Harrison

, i

I

•

\

St.

Phone

25

"Paul
VilkUAM
-Oones

tion will exert every Influence
they have to see that the ^ld
Isolationism of the Republicans
of the Twenties does not overcome the necessities of the republic of the Forties."

Homemakers

Two more days to take advantage of this big savSale ends Saturday night, April 5, 1947.

FANCY BOXED WINESAPS

APPLES

lb.

box

NEW RED, LARGE SIZE

POTATOES

$5.50
33<

5 lbs.

V e c j e i c M *

„ 55C

HEAVY WITH JUICE

ORANGES

10 lbs

Florida Valencia, heavy with juice

COCOANUTS

each

BANANAS, large gajden ripe,

WeeJzetui,
SUGAR CURED, WHOLE OR HALF

Smoked skinned hams

lb.

m

lb. 121/20

M e a t

58C

Associated

Prtss)

Plain, unpatterned sheer material chosen in an off white
or pale neutral ecru, which tones
to the background color of the
wall, is always desirable for
glass curtains, Mrs. W. D. Armstrong and Mrs. P. L. Funk,
home furnishing leaders, told
The speaker, Ray W. Smith,
the Hopkinsville Road club at Chicago, is editor of the trade
the home of Mrs. V. E. Nuckols, magazine, Telephone Engineer
March 28.
and Management.
He warned the government is
Mrs. Don B. Boltnott, president,
led the devotional. Mrs. B. L. Par- considering establishment of a
is gave the thought for the month rural telephone authority to regand also timely suggestions for ulate lines, unless they give
gardening aqd landscaping. Mrs. farmers satisfactory facilities and
Lem Beckner presented the min- service.
or project, a study of the Blue
Smith said too many rural
Grass section of Kentucky. Mrs. lines have badly deteriorated
B. L. Paris had charge of the poles, old and rusty wires which
social hour.
sometimes sag and contact fence
Members present were: Mrs. wires, hazardous telephone plant
W. D. Armstrong, Mrs. Lem conditions and unnecessary noise
Beckner, Mrs. Don B. Boitnott, on the circuits.
Mrs. Robert Coleman, Mrs. P.
L. Funk, Mrs. J. F. Graham, In Appreciation
Mrs. Harry Johnson, Mrs. S. J.
Words are inadequate to exLowry, Mrs. B. L. Paris, Mrs.
press
our heartfelt thanks and
Saul Pogrotsky,
Miss Wilma
deep gratitude to neighbors and
Vandiver and Mrs. V. E. Nuchols.
friends, the Rev. Marvin Ramey
and
Rev. |Reed Woodall,
Dr.
Quinn
Ralph
Cash
and
Dunn
Funeral
Quinn Homemakers riiet at the
home of Mrs. Roy
Taylor, Directors-for all kindness, symMarch 24. Mrs. Roy Taylor pre- pathy, words of consolation, unsided. The following program tiring ministrations and the lovely floral tokens during the illness and death of our dear mother, Mrs. Maggie Williamson.
May each of you be so comforted in like hours, is the hearts'
desire of the—
Williamson Children
ltp

AND ALL HOUSEHOLD C L E A N I N G SUPPLIES.

a n d

Rural Lines Must Give
Better Service, O r
Else, Warning

Louisville—Rural ) telephone
companies must improve their
service or face government control, members of the Kentucky
Independent Telephone Association were told last week at
their one-day convention here
last week.

SALE C O V E R S ALL STOKELY MERCHANDISE

Q>uutl

U. S. Control !s
Seen For Phones
(By

Hopkinsville Road

Now Going On At Your
RED FRONT STORE

Qnailt

C.tXfMU.

A profit of $930 in one year helped to make Paul Jones of
Jackson county the Kentucky state Champion in the 4-H club
swine project. He produced 59 pigs, sold 53 and kep<t the others
to produce pigs this year. He grows most of the feed for his
hogs, and the official report on his work says "he really knows
hogs."
William C. Loyall of Green county
4-H champion in
gardening. He grew 22 kinds of vegetables, and from his garden
his family canned 800 quarts and stored 60 bushels. He figured
his garden was worth $789 to himself and his family, after all
expenses were paid. The report says:" William knows his garden
work and how to make from it both pleasure and profit."

Jumbo Easter Sale

ing.

President Urges
Manufacturers

T W O 4-H CLUB CHAMPIONS

Science Gets The Bird
From An Old Fossil

S p e o i a l i

B O L O G N A & FRANKS

ib. 33*

Red Front Stores

was given: devotional, Miss Altha Towery; garden and landscaping reports , Mrs.
Robert
Villines; Blue grass Section of
Kentucky, Miss Altha Towery;
window treatment, the major
lesson, was led by Miss Vera
Drennan and Mss Altha Towery
demonstrated a variety of ways
of treating windows.
The social program was under direction of Mrs. Robert1
Villines.
The club will meet with Mrs.
Ramond Lowry, April 28.
Francois Vidocq, famed French
detective who died in 1875, started his career in Paris as a paid
spy for police and became so
successful that he was made chief
of its detective department.
The height of the volcano
Vesuvius varies from time to
time: before the eruption of 1906
it was 4,275 feet high, after the
eruption, 3,668 feet.

(Continued from page one)
he thought about current negotiations for increased wages.
Truman said these negotiations
seemed to be coming along In
good shape. He spoke approvingly Of last week's settlement
In the rubber Industry as one
which provided warge Increases
without price increases. He said
he did not think this .contract
would cause any inflation.
In this same connection Secretary of the Treasury Snyder
told a news conference that "labor must not m§ke overdemands,
or they will force prices up."
Snyder also reported " a number of Indications" that big industries plan on cutting prices
soon. While "not tod optimistic,"
he added, he is "encouraged that
they're thinking about it."
Cuts in prices that "are out
of line at this time" will be reflected to consumers down the
line, Snyder said.
While the Treasury head did
not explain the "Indications" of
price cuts, he may have referred
to discussions among a number
of big businessmen who make
up the Commerce Department's
business - advisory committee.
Prices are known to have been
discussed "in general" at a recent session of the committee
with Secretary of Commerce
Harriman.

FOR

YOUR MONEY A L L T H E
' -

Listen to " B i n g

Sings"

Daily 9 A . M. W S O N Henderson,

Ky.

Carol Faye Watson, daughter
of Sylvia Watson, Detroit, was
born Oct. 7, 1946 and died
March 24, 1947. Funeral services
were held at 2 o'clock March 27
at the home of Chester Tosh
with the Rev. W. W. Rutherford
of Marion officiating. Burial was
In Norman Cemetery. Besides
her mother, she is survived by
her grandparents, Mabel and
'Edd Watson of this county;
three uncles, Samuel, Edsel and
Johnny Watson.

John Morgan Fraley

Savings Lowest
Since Before War

Philadelphia
(A't IndividU,|
savings in 1946 dropped to pre.
war levels und amounted to 1*,
thun half of the unburn „ av ^
in 1945, the Securities and
change Commission disclosed.
t h e total saved—$15,Boo.ooo.ooi.
—was the lowest since 1941, the
Commission said in a survey
signed to keep the public in.
formed of capital market conditurns and to disclose
urcei uf
new financing.

seasoning for suit or simple spring

All
persons having claims
against the estate of J. C. Mitchell, deceased, will present them
to the undersigned on or before
May 4, 1947, for payment; all
persons knowing themselves in-.
debted to said estate, will please
come forward and settle.
Hyland Mitchell, Administrator
3tc—(Apr. 10)

Lavishly Trimmed with Big
Swooshy Bows of Luscious Lime
and Navy Blue Satin.

SONOTONE
THE HOUSC OF
Hf A RING

A wisp of veil frames the face-flattering

evening wear.

high crown adding loveliness to your new ensemble.

frilled and feminine

FRESH G A Y PRINT

$14.98
Lace-Trimmed
Frothy white jabot style poncho.

Ninon

Eye - c a t c h i n g

pastel

shades on a rich back-

$2.98

ground graciously adorn
this rayon crepe dress!

HENRIETTA HOTEL
PRINCETON, KY.
10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
Wednesday, April 9
C. L. SCHMIDT
Come In—see the sensational
new all-in-one Sonotone with
the "Magic Key" to double
hearing comfort t No charge
for examination or advicefree checkup for Sonotone
users.

$6.98

So becoming! Head-hugging and comfortable for day or

HEAR-HERE.'

BETTER
'HEARING
CENTER'

dress!

SKYSCRAPER STYLE IN N A V Y STRAW

Viper venom is secreted in a,
pair of glands near the mouth
and is carried to the fangs by a
short duct in which also supplementary sets of fangs develop.
Voting machines were used \
for the first time in the United
States in Rochester, N. Y., in
1896.

Sizes 12,-20 . . . Matching

hat

of

sparkling

spring flowers

tvdW 1»»v>M

FLORAL-PRINT SCARF
Soft filmy ninon.

$4.98

FASHIONS

$1.98

new fashion in color!

A REAL CLASSIC

FOR
'

r

~ PAINTS
VARNISHES
OIL
TURPENTINE
BRUSHES

$12.98
Flattering
for

festive

Smooth

frock

Hand Sewn Slip-Ons

occasions.

White, tan, black anil
brown. 6V4-«^.
$ lfi9

glamour

textured

rayon

crepe; 12-20. Clever straw
pill-box to match

$2.9g

INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
PAINTS
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PRODUCTS

W I D E PLASTIC BELTS
All colors! Calf-grain
or patent.

•) 9 Q 7

40 Y e a r s of Service to
P r i n c d o n and CaWwell County

MIC,

Carol Faye Watson

Administrator's Notice

Cayce-Yost Co. 1947

TIME

Deaths-Funerals

Mrs.
Albert Gray of
Lyon
county; three sons, Jasper Williamson, Zea Williamson of Lyon
county and Brasher Williamson
of Mendenhall, Miss.
She is also survived by seventeen grandchildren, two brothers and one sister, Mrs. Ora McKinney and Roy Oliver of Lyon
county and Harry Oliver of California, seversl neices and nephews, and a host of friends.
She was the daughter of the
late Jasper and Serena Oliver.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, the late W. G. .Williamson, 5 years ago.
Funeral services were conducted Monday, March 24, at 2
o'clock at Liberty Baptist church
in Lyon county. Burial was in
church cemetery.
Flower girls were Mrs. J. G.
Vaughn, Mrs. Tommie Driver,
Mrs. David Rose, Uma. H. G.
Barnett, Miss Mary Frances Holsapple, Miss Clady Lamb and
Misses Jeanette and Sarah McKinney.
Pallbearers were Floyd Oliver,
Allen Williams, % Bill Williams,
Don
Olivtr,
Hershel
Oliver
and Preston Oliver.

John M. Fraley, born DecemThe decline reflected increaj.
ber 24, 1862, died March 26 at
ed expenditures, attributable ia
his home, 106 Short Street. He
fiurt to higher prices as well u
was the son of William Wessely
larger civilian supplies, more
and Julia Ann Fraley. Funeral
than offsetting the increase m
services were held March 27, at
income after payment of Uxea.
the home, the Rev. H. G. M.
The 1946 total deludes uninHatler, First Baptist Church, ofcorporated business savings. Cor.
ficiating. Burial was in Meeks
porate and Government savings
cemetery. He is survived by his
are not included.
widow, Mrs. Mattie Bell Fraley,
Of the total of cash and deand four children; Clyde, Princeposits,
$26,000,000,000 was in
ton; Mrs. Mildred Hlnnard, La
currency, $53,000,000,000 in tune
Mesa, Calif.; Mrs. Lillie Bell
and savings deposits and $4(1,.
Deason and Mrs. Mary Ruth Mrs. Mary Morris
000,000,000 in checking accounts.
Mrs. Mary King Terrell Morris,
Markham of Princeton and four
One of the more significant de76, died at the home of her
grandchildren.
velopments in the composition of
daughter, Mrs.
Etta Overby,
individuals' savings, the SEC
Locust Street, March 25. Funeral
Mrs. Maggie Williamson was at 1 o'clock, March 27, at said, was the record growth in
Mrs. Maggie Oliver William- Flatrock Church, with Rev. Ro- consumer developments.
Mortgage debt increased by
son, 80, died at the home of dolph Lane, officiating. Burial
$2,900,000,000,
while (
Um.'
her son, Jasper Williamson, in was in the Asher Cemetery.
debt
other
than
mortgage
inLyon county March 22.
She is survived by her daughcreased by $2,400,000,000, com l
She is survived by four daugh- ter, Mrs. Etta Overby.
pared with increases of onlyl
ters, Mrs. Marvin Cummins, Mrs.
Notice
$200,000,000
and SMO.OOO.OOO m|
The
sun
moves
175
to
185
^
The Caldwell County Board of Johnie Holsapple, Mrs. Mamie
1945.
miles
a
second
around
its
orbit.'
Bone,
all
of
Princeton,
and
Education will receive sealed
bids on the following school
property: One acre, more or less,
of land and one school building
CRISP . . . FLATTERING . . .
known as Goose Creek colored
school.
All bids must be in the office
of the . Caldwell County Board
of Education not later than 10:00
am. April 7, 1947.
The Board reserves the right
to reject any and all bids.
Signed: Floyd E. Jones, Chair- j
man
STYLED TO P E R F E C T I O N FOR T O W N OR COUNTRY
Clifton Clift, Secretary
3tc—Apr. 3

In Hopkinsville It's

MORE

KENTUCKY

REE I. ENGELHARDT, Owner

C. E. McGARY, Manager

